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Ag Commissioner To File Action

Barkley Will Challenge
Brown's Executive Order

FIRE - A grass fire in front of a vacant trailer in Riviera Courts spread underneath the dwelling, resulting in an undetermined amount of damage to the trailer. The Murray Fire Department fought the fire. Department officials said
the fire may have started from a match or cigarette butt in dry grass by the trailer. The trailer was owned by Robert
Keefley, owner of the trailer court.

'Campus Lights'Prepare To Beam
Final preparations for the 44th production of "Campus Lights" Thursday, Friday.Saturday and Sunday. Feb. 12-15, are
continuing on the Murray State University
campus. Tickets will be available at the
door prior to each performance.
A limited number of tickets will be sold
at the door Friday and Saturday nights. A
number of good seats are available for the
Thursday and Sunday shows.
Curtain times are 8:15 Thursday
through Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets will go on sale at Lovett
Auditorium about one hour before each
performance.
Admission is $2 for students on
Thursday night. On nights other than
Thursday, student tickets are $3. General
admission tickets are Sit and senior
citizens are V.
•
Tickets also are still available for the
reunion dinner planned in the University
Center ballroom. The dinner will honor
past cast and staff members and is open to
the public. Dr. Richard W.Farrell, retired
chairman of the Department of Music, will
be the speaker at the dinner which will
begin at 6 p.m. Tickets are $7 and may be
reserved by calling the Department of
Music office at 762-4288.
According to Dr. Roger Reiclunuth.
music department chairman and adviser
for the production, the 44th "Campus
Lights""is more professional and fun than
;any script in recent years.
In an effort to achieve originality,
Reichrnuth said song lyrics earlier this
year were mailed to selected alumni who
are outstanding composers. The best

%
d

songs were selected from numerous entries, he said. •-•
Composers whose contributions were
selected are John Arlin, a 1961 alumnus
who now teaches in Jefferson Community
College, Hissboro, Mo.; Louis G. Bourgois.
a 1978 alumnus who is a graduate assistant
in the School of Music at Ohio State
Universty; Joe Jackson a 1966 alumnus
who is program director for WKMS-FM
campus radio station: John Darnall,a 1967
alumnus who is a professional studio musician in Nashville; Torn Stewart a 1961
graduate who Works for a computer film
in Paducah; Jeff Clarke, a music teacher
at Caldwell County High School and Middle School,and two Murray State students,
Steve Tarrants, a senior from Henderson,
and Jay Fern, a sophomore from Calvert
City.
Consultant for the show is Robert Valentine,faculty member in the Department of
Speech and Theatre.
The plot of the musical-comedy for 1981
revolves around students who have summer jobs in a jean factory. The students
get the idea to place short messages in
each pair of jeans and the story develops
as people who buy the jeans try and follow
the messages:
'Directing the production is Brad Price
Of Grayville, Ill. Script writers are Laurie
Small of Harrisburg, Ill.. Greg Duncan of
Poplar Bluff, Mo.,and Cynthia Turnbow of
Murray. More than 100 students are involved in the production which is sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Iota, men's and women's music fraternities.

Since the show's initial presentation in
1938,"Campus lights" has become widely
known across the country as one of th best
shows of its type on the nation's minimises.
The show has begun as a means of raising funds for charters of professional
music fraternities. Since that time, proceeds have gone largely toward scholarship-)for music majors at Murray State.

Pennwalt Corp. To
Increase Production
At Calvert City
CALVERT, CITY, Ky. I
- Pennwalt Corp. has announced that it will
spend $30 • million to increase its
chemical production "Capabilty at its
Calvert City plant.
"'This capital investment is consistent with our objective to concentrate
on areas of Pennwalt leadership where
the returns and opportunities for
growth are attractive," said Edwin
Tuttle, Pennwalt chairman and chief
executive officer.
Wayne O'Quin, Pennwalt's plant
manager, said the construction is to
begin soon. He said it should be completed within two years.
Pennwalt presently employs about
520 workers. The new plant will create
more than 20 jobs, according to company officials.
,
Pennwalt's board of directors accepted the expansion plan Wednesday.

FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP)
ReversPersonnel Commissioner 1.11i
ing an earlier stand, state Agriculture
son held a news conference a week ago
Commissioner Alben Barkley II says he
to announce that letters to that effect
will challenge an executive order striphad been sent to the three Imo. A Personnel Board hearing has been schedulping his office of many functions.
He said Friday he would file an action
ed Feb. 24.
"When Robinson holds all those press
in Franklin Circuit Court ''to set aside
the governor's infamous executive .conference, I never know if he's running for Congress or trying out for 60
order ripping i this) constitutional office."
minutes," Barkley said. "But it is eviGov. John Y.• Brown Jr.'s office
dent that his constant publicity and
declined comment on the Barkley stateleaks poisbn my reputation and the
ment.
future proceedings."
Last month, the conunisdoner said
The agriculture commissioner said
he opted against a legal battle because
neither he nor his attorney has yet to
it would be time-consuming and could
receive any documents and information
held by the state, "including the
be.detrimental to agricultural progress
in Kentucky.
original charges and the report of
In a statement Friday,he said:
i Justice)Secretary i Neil) Welch which
the newspapers say cleared me."
-"I -Will try to defend myself in
Frankfort, but if Son of Sam were to
That apparently alludes to Brown's
slap the Ayatollah Khomeini, he would
get a fairer trial in Iran than I can expect here."
He said the administration "has tried
every means available to prevent me ,
from doing this, even to the extent of
having charges brought ,against me
before the Personnel Board."
The reference was to sexual hafassment complaints that have been filed
by two women employees of Barkley
against the commissioner and two
other male officials in the agency.

statement au oust a month ago that tie
was told the sexual harassment complaints were dropped.
But Welch said later that the women
had reinstated the charges.
The Jan. 15 executive order transfers
major promotional functions from the
Agriculture Department to the Kentucky Council on Agriculture.
It also puts the department and council under a new Energy and Agriculture
Cabinet.
Administration officials have denied
that the sex harassment allegations involving Barkley's agency are connected with the executive order taking
certain functions from his department.
They said the move stemmed from
dissatisfaction by state farm leaders
with the handling oi prinnotion and
marketing by Barkley's devil rh

'Co-op Store To
Reopen As Branch
Of Southern States
A one-year lease signed Friday by a
local businessman and a Southern
States Cooperative official could lead to
the reopening of Calloway County's
largest farm supply store by March 1.
The former Calloway County Soil Improvement Association, also known as
the "Co-op," Industrial Road, will open
as a branch of Southern States, Shelby
Davis, cooperative regional manager.
Madisonville,said.
The Co-op had closed its doors last
June due to financial problems. It Was
December , by
purchased in
businessman Rubin James in an auctiog,held by the Bank of Louisville.
Aanager of the new Southern States
store will be Gary Jones, who spent 12
years with the cooperative in suplly
stores in Princeton and Greenville.
Jones currently is feed supply supervisor at Southern States Madisonville
office.
Southern States has more than 200,000
farm members in five states, Kentucky, Delaware, Maryland. Virginia
and West Virginia. The cooperative's
sales volume for 1980 was around'$600
million.
The cooperative operates 80 branch
stores, similar to the one the opening ill
Murray. It also has 445 other °
individually-owned retail stores.

•

HOMECOMING QUEEN - Jena Hoke was crowned Calloway County
High School basketball Homecoming Queen Friday night in a ceremony
between the junior varsity and varsity games with Farmington.

State, Italy Sign Pact
For Coal, Investments

g

ROME i API - Italy and the state of
Kentucky have signed.an agreement to,
supply U.S. coal for Italy's energy
needs and encourage Italian investment in Kentucky.
The accord was announced Friday
during a visit to Rome by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr., heading a mission which
held talks with Italy's main power supply companies, two cabinet ministers
and Premier Arnold Forlani.
In Kentucky, coal operators and
other industry officials hailed the signing of the pact, saying they were optimistic about the effect it would have
on the state's coal market.
And in Frankfort, Ky., Frank Ashley,
Brown's press secretary, said the
governor was "very excited about the
agreement ... it's a breakthrough for
our economic development program."

r

Brown and the minister of the state.controlked,..industry sector,: Gianni .cle •
Michelis, put their signatures on a.
document establishing a comittee to explore agreements in the field of coal,
agriculture, technology and investments.
•
Italy's state-controlled energy companies are moving toward coal as the
main fuel for the country is 1980s.
Nuclear energy is controversial in Italy, and 12 nuclear power stations arc
still on the chawiirg boards because of
domestic political opposition.
Italy currently imports coal (Min
such diverse sources as China.
Aus•-•alia and Poland. It seeks a
guaranteed, stable supply of the
mineral from Kentucky,and expects to
import 48 million tons yeartyby the end
of the decade.

inside today
The Calloway County Lakers downed Farmington, 109-57, in the
takers' Homecoming game Friday night. Game story and pictures are
on Page 8.
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JEANS TRIO-The plot of the 44th production of"Campus Lights" at
Murray Slate University centers on students who have summer jobs
in a jean factory. Students rehearsing are (top left) Phyllis Love and
Randy Johnson in the jean boutique; (top right) Julia Noffsinger and
Ronald Dale Oliver, jr., in the factory manager's office, and (bottom)
Billy Richeson in the jean factory. The show will open at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday and at 3 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 15. Some
tickets will be sold at the door. Tickets may be reserved l!Py
telephoning 762-4288 or purchased at the University Center.
•
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Community Happenings
Saturday, Feb. 7
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7.30 p in at the
Woodmen of the World Hall
Murray Chapter of Full
Business
Gospel
Men's
Fellowship will meet at 8 a in.
at the Triangle Inn

P--

Tonple Hal I Aidge No.
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7 p.111 at the lodge
hall
Basketball games between
Murrat State and Eastern will
open with Lady Racers at 5:15
p.m, and with Men Ravers at
7:30 iii
Murray Art Guild will gal!
-an eight weeks painting
from 930 to 11:30 a.m at tile
guild. For information eau
753-1059 or 753-1867.
Calvary Temple will have
as :dentine's Day banquet at
ti - 311 P.m. at the Colonial
lou.se Smorgasbord. Tickets
A $a each to iii be available at
the door.
Sale by West Kentucky. Furtakers Association will start at
9 a.m. at the West Kentucky
I ivestock and Exposition
Center. -College Farm Road.
This is free .and open to the
Calloway County Spelling Bee will be held at 9 a.m. at
the office of the Board of the
Calloway County- Education

C

Sunday,Feb.8
Final session of the
Christian
Ecumenial
Acadeiiiy. will be held from
6,45 to 8:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church.

Bargain Matinees
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Homesteading: An Alternative
earn how modern Homesteaders are
'
,sting the COSt of housing food and energy'
-Slide presentation of low-cost owner•bullt hornet
.- See Alcohol fuel being made In scale-roadie' still
.- Learn about low-cost Solar utilization
-0.1 stack• of FREE 'how-to' brochur•• & Into
Learn what you can do Now!

Tuesday, February 10, 7: to 9:30 p.m.
Holiday Inn, Murray, K y.
AdmIsielon• SS pier person
Presented by

gr

eden
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Help for tension headaches
Lawrence E Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB -- I am a
24-year-old female My problem is my head A few weeks
ago 1 started having headaches with a jumping at the
base of my head on the right
side These jumpings were
constant with only an hour or
Just a few minutes in between
After three days I went to See
a doctor and he said I had tension headaches and the jumping was a muscle spasm He
prescribed some pills which I
didn't take because I did not
believe ham. I had a tension
headache before for a week
and didn't have the muscle
Spasms

The jumping has stopped
but I still have headaches
almost every other day I
would like to know if the doctor could have been correct
and if 1 should have taken the
medicine' Should I check into
this further?
DEAR READER - It
won't helplo have other studies if you end up not doing
what your doctor advises The
story you tell is entirely compatible with tension headaches.
Tension is a frequent cause
of headache. The pain is
caused by muscle spasm Usually the small muscles over
the skull are in a chronic state
of spasm and feel tight. The
intermittent contracting and
relaxation of a large muscle
group must have given you
the sensation you call jumping.
Sometimes the involved
muscles are sore to touch.
There may be nodules in the
neck muscles. They are often
related to emotional tension.
Efforts to reduce psychic tension often helps relieve the
frequency of such attacks.
The causes for headaches
and management are discussed more completely in
The Health Letter number 1612, Headaches and What to Do
about Them, which I am sending you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me. in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Local application of heat
and gentle massage often
helps relieve muscular spasm
headaches. Mild medicines

Good Shepherd United
Women Meet At Church
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Sunday , Feb.8
Monday, Feb.
Muaday Feb.9
Tuesday, Feb. ii
Shower for Pierce and Edith
Shower for Ralph Rogers
[)oroth) Moore Circle of the
Murray TOPS I take of
!McDougal. whose home and .First Presbyterian Church and his wife, Rhonda Towery pounds
sensibly ) Club will
((intents were dt•StrO)ed
meet at 7.15 p.m at the Rogers. whose home burned meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
tirc. will be held at 2 p iii ii home of Mrs.(len Petersen.
on Tuesday will be held at 7 :enter.
the iikulti-purpuse room of the
p iii. at the Locust Grove
Set emit and Popla I Chun, h oh
Murray Star Chapter No
-Sigma Night Out will be Church of the Nazarene, one
at ti p.m by the Sigma Depart- mile north of Kirksey off 33 Order of the Eastern Star
ment of the Murray Woman's Highwy 299 For information will meet at 7:30 p.m at the
Benefit for Jo and Carla Up- Club with Dean Poston in call 489-2593.
'odge hall.
church whose holt(' and Charge
of
Directors
of
Board
belongings were destroyed by
Senior Citizens Centers will
County
Murray-Calloway
fire will be from 2 too p.m. at
Conunumty Chorus with Dr Commumly Theatre. Inc., is be open as follows: Dexter at
Anivets Post 45. Highway with
9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
music by Silver Dust Band Irma Collins as director will scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
front 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
rehearse at 7:30 p.m. in the the Calloway Public Librar.
followed by free Muner A
from I0a.m. to 3 p.m.
meeting room of the Calloway
cover charge of 83 will lx'
Front Porch Swing will
Public library.
maac
rehearse at the First Christian
Lady Racers Basketball
Church at 7 p.m.
Team will meet the University
of lAmisville at 5:15 p.m. in
Board of Directors of Need Racer Arena, Murray
State.
line will meet at 12 noon at
Pullin's. All members are
Wednesday,Feb. 11
urged to attend for an imporHomemakers Clubs will
tant discussion on board meet as follows: New Concord
FrancesDrake
members.
with Mrs. Ed Davis and HarFOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 8, 1981
ris Grove with Martha
Recovery.
Inc.,
will
meet
at
will
tomorkind
of day
What
wears on, people tend to go
Wrablick, both at 1 p.m.: Potrow be? To find out what the their separate ways. Be flexi- 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, tertown at Colonial House
stars say, read the forecast ble.
North Seventh and Olive Smorgasbord at 10
a.m.:
ipso]for your birth Sign.
Streets.c
Pacers with Donna Whitfield
SCORPIO
ARIES
i Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
at 9:30 a.m.
Murray Branch of the
1 Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 TA—
You may not get as much
A
Activities with friends are work done as you'd like. Still, American Association of
Circles of First United
highlighted. You'll meet with be content with what you do University Women will meet Methodist Church Women will
love and affection. Downplay accomplish. Be less deman- at 7:15 p.m. in Room 333, meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
ego in the p.m. Be ding of self.
Wells Hall, Murray
State Ruth Wilson with Pat Kiesow
cooperative.
University. Prof. Bill
SAGITTARIUS
ja
and Wesleyan with Inez Jones.
TAURUS
•
Whitaker will speak on "Solar
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
(Apr. 20 to May 201 :
13
Be alone together. When Energy."
Overeaters Anonymous will
Private a.m,discussions are other people enter the picture,
meet at 12 noon on the second
helpful careerwise, but forget the
romantic
situation
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of floor of the Baptist
Student
about work concerns later. deteriorates. Friends may the First United Methodist
Center.
Get sufficient rest and be tran- seem unsympathetic.
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m.
quil.
CAPRICORN
at the church.
Free blood pressure check
GEMINI
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 )
will be from 11 a.m. to I p.m.
( May 21 to June 20)
Shopping for the home is
Russell'S Chapel United at the Hazel Senior Citizens
Friends are helpful regar- fun, but don't mix business
ding business. The p.m. with pleasure. Also, don't let Methodist Church Women will Center. The center will be
though may bring a conflict of work take precedence over meet at 1 p.m.
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
interest. Others may seem family now.
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
demanding then.
AQUARIUS
First United
Methodist
CANCER
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Ladies day luncheon will be
I
O
1 June 21 to July 22) S
Make important calls early. Church will meet at 9:30 a.m, served at 12 noon at the Oaks
Mixing business and Later, you'll run into some dif- at the church.
Country Club with Peggy Noel
pleasure brings moderate ficulty reaching others. Watch
and Maxa Read as chairman
gain, but too much preoccupa- disputes over ideological matHazel and Douglas Centers
of the hostesses.
tion with work can alienate ters.
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
family. ghare your time.
p.m. for, activities by the
PISCES
Murray Bass Club will meet
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20.) "'l2? Senior Citizens with lunch at at 6:30 p.m. at the
Sirloin
July 23 to Aug. 22
Limit expenditures to what 11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12 Stockade.
- Get an early start if travel- you can afford. You're temp- noon at Douglas.
ing, as later there could be ted to take chances with your
Bible Study by Christian
complications. Others may checkbook. Watch conflicts in
Youth Prayer Breakfast will Women's Club of Murray will
not keep their word. Perhaps, matters of taste.
be held at 7:30 a.m. at the be held at the home of Mrs.
they keep you waiting.
Fellowship Hall of the church. Calvin Morris at 9 a.m.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY have
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
financial ability and will,sucPenny Homemakers Club
De§pite some hopeful ceed in the business world.
business developments, you However, your • strong will meet at 1 p.m. at the home
still need to watch ex- humanitarian streak makes of Ruth Parker. Note change
travagant tendencies. Don't you desirous of working for from third to second Monday.
argue with close ties over public betterment too. You're
Tuesday, Feb. 10
money.
multi-talented, but your
Good Shepherd United
LIBRA
greatest success comes when
Church Women will meet at 1
The United Methodist
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 72)
you do your own thing. You
Women of the Good Shepherd
You'll have some good times have much Creative ability p.m. at the church.
United Church met at the
with loved ones, but as the day and can succeed in the arts.
Homemakers Clubs will church on Tuesday, Jan. 13,
FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARY 9,1981
meet as follows: Paris Road, with Mildred Smith, presiWhat kind of day will tomor- LEO
place not announced; New dent, presiding.
row be? To find out what the (July 23 to Aug.
Providence with Peggy Taylor
Mrs. Smith gave the devostars say, read the forecast
Expect some differences of
at 1 p.m.; Coldwater with Mrs. tion. Reports were given by
given for your birth Sign.
opinion, but you'll come out all
Dewey' Bazzell; Countryside Janice Wilson, chairman of
right in talks with others.
with Linda Ward: South Plea- the Lee-Olia Circle. and from
ARIES
Creative pursuits will bring
sant Grove at 1:30 p.m. at Alice Knight, treasurer, who
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) ela
g satisfaction.
Calloway Public Library.
reported that all financial
You'll need proper timing VIRGO
obligations for 1980 were met.
now. Know when to push your Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
Second Tuesday program
interests and when to be retiThe president announced
Close ties have helpful hints
cent. Intuition works for your about interior decoration. featuring Amy Jarman, that March 6 would be the
soprano, will be at 7:30 p.m. at World Day of Prayer
benefit.
They may help you save some
TAURUS
the Murray ArtGuild.
observance by Church Women
money. Business negotiations
I Apr. 20 to May 20
United, and the Time Apart
may be complicated.
At times being with others LIBRA
Circles of First United Day on March 22 will be at the
can be a strain. Allow time for !Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I At
-rt
Methodist Church Women will Hazel United Methodist Churprivacy in your schedule.
Close friends may be conch. She urged all members to
Trust business hunches for trary. Soft-pedal differences. meet as follows: Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. H. G. Dunn attend these meetings.
success.
Be empathetic. Pay attention and Maryleona Frost with
Some of the goals set forth
GEMINI
to others' moods and you'll
Mrs. Dwight Crisp, both at for 1981 were continued use of
( May 21 to June 20)
avoid conflict.
9:30 a.m.; Alice Waters with Program Books, use of Thank
It's an up and down time
Mrs. Iva Alford at 10 a.m.; Banks, have a mission or Biregarding friendships. Too SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rnY4C
Faith Doran at church at 2 ble study. develop a reading
much gadding about can make
It's a busy work day with a p.m.
program, continue making
you tired. Why not simplify
need to pace yourself. Let
tray favors for patients at the
your schedule?
idealism motivate you. You'll
CANCER
Group I of First Christian hospital and Long Term Care
work best now when you feel
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Church CWF will meet at 10 Unit, and to encourage visitaA hectic time regarding inspired.
a.m. at the home of Mrs. tion by members to shutirts
business Interests, but an SAGITTARIUS
Frank Albert Stubblefield, 722 and newcomers.
unusual idea is workable. Seek (Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
Program leaders for the
Romance may not go quite Poplar Street. Dr. Jill O'Brien
the cooperation of co-workers
year were selected and the
will have the program.
as planned, but still it's worth
for success.
closing prayer was by Lee
your effort to hang in there.
Home-based
activities
favored.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You'll need some peace and
quiet to cope with domestic
problems. A nap would help.
Unexpected visitors could
upset your routine.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -1.
'"
Some will understand you,
some won't. The trick is knowing whom to confide in. Seek
those of like mind. Don't force
issues.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Bargains are possible, but
you'll have to be shrewd.
Knowing where to look is half
the battle. Career interests
favored.
YOU BORN TODAY
naturally gravitate towards
public service. Your interest
in world affairs often draws
you to politics and government. Sensitive and imaginative, you're often found
in the arts. You have the ability to commercialize, your
creative gifts and *ill have
success in acting, broadcasting, film, music, painting
and writing.

I.assiter.
The women held the
observance of the Call to
Prayer and Self Denial on Jan.
23, at the church with Diane
Moore as program leader.
Those present at the earlier
meeting were Clara Fitts,
Emma Knight, Alice Knight,
Lee Lassiter, Mildred Smith,
Hazel Patterson, Esther
Simon, Katherine Wilson.
Mary Ford. and Lois Marsh,
all from the Ruth Wilson Circle: Janice Wilson. Ann Sympsonand DianeMoore from the
Lee-Olia I.assiter; Little Miss
I.isa Moore was.a visitor.

such as aspirin and Tylenol
usually help Many of the
common headache medicines
you can buy without a prescription really depend upon
the action of aspirin which
they contain to produce relief
DEAR DR LAMB - Can
you tell me something about
angiograms,In the past year
I have had several friends and
one relative who had
angiograms Each one has
told a different story about
how it was done. One said a
tube was run through the
veins into the heart Another
says it was a dye put into your
veins. Still another said a wire
was run through the veins
I'm interested because 1
may have to have one of these
things and would like to know
what to look forward to
DEAR READER
The

terms people use for a variety
of procedures are confusing
An angiogram is any test that
injects dye into a vessel (vein
or artery) so that it can be
visualized by X-rays One of
the first of these procedures
did involve simply injecting
dye into the vein - usually in
the arm - and as the dye was
passed through the heart, pictures were taken to outline
the chambers of the heart
In more recent times, new
techniques allow doctors to
inject dye through a tube (not
a wire) in the arteries, in the
veins or through the heart to
various locations to study different parts of the circulation
If the coronary arteries of the
heart are studied, it is a coronary artertogram A cerebral
arteriogram studies the arteries of the brain and both may
be called an angiogram

UNITED Feature Syndicate
"That man may safely
venture on his way
Who is so guided that he
cannot stray'?" -- Sir Walter
Scott.

NORTH
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It's easy to stray in the
play of today's trump suit.
But there is a way to
improve one's chances.
Study today's layout to see
how Hans Kreijns of Holland weaved his way to find
the winning play.
The hand was played at
the Caransa Philip Morris
Team Tournament held in
Amsterdam where both
Souths reached the excellent
game in spades. West led a
heart at both tables and the
first 'declarer took the
wrong path.
He won the heart in dummy and cashed the spade
king, intending to finesse
against East on the next
round. East showed out
shockingly and now declarer could not recover and he
lost two spades, a diamond
and a club.
The play of the trumps is
interesting and declarers
play was correct if he needed all five trump tricks. And
that is the key to the problem.
Kreijns, won the first
heart in his hand and immediately led a club he
"knew"'from East's lowhigh play that hearts were
3-31. If dummy's club king
could win a trick, he would
know whether to play for all
five spade tricks or to
choose a much safer line to
assure four.
West won the club ace
and continued hearts and
Kreijns had his answer. He
could now assure his contract against any 4-1 spade
break via a standard safety
play. He led a spade to his

Hayes Circle Has Meeting

•A IC 4
•A 3 2

•K 9
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Opening lead: Heart 10

What if dummy's nine had
lost to East? Then declarer's trump king would draw
the remaining trump and.
barring an unlikely, ruff,
declarer could claim his 10
tricks.
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ANSWER: Two clubs With
a hand worth only one bid,
support partner instead of
bidding a new suit.
- -Send bridge questiom to The Aces.

The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of First United Methodist
Church women met in regular
meeting with the new chairman, Louise Overby,
presiding.
After regular business was
conducted members were
reminded to bring to the next
meeting paper products for
Lakeland Parish and also the
Prayer and Self-Denial offering.

The devotional on "Love" PO Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed stamped envelope
was presented by Mary Lou for reply
Lassiter who read various
scripture and poems with love
as the theme.
Modest Jeffrey, program
leader, gave an inspirational
message using for her topic
HOSPITAL PATIENT
"The Command to Love".
Clessie Cope of Hardin was
Hostesses for the meeting dismissed Jan. 28 from the
were Georgia Adams and Marshall County Hospital,
Willie Ward.
Benton.

Before you spend a fortune planning your crops this year
think about protecting yourself with All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance.
We hove been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal Crop In
suronce for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very Reasonable! Insured are covered under an all risk basis of hail, wind draught
and all natural disasters,
Find out how the benefits of all-risk insurance can be
tailored to your farming operation. Just call David King, Gene
Landoll, or Adelle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good yeors and bad. it
pays off

Richard Valentine Puppets
will perform at 10 a.m. and
3-30 p.m. in the green rpom of
the old Freight Depot In the
Murray-Calloway
County
Park.

The B
210 E.
proud t
R. Mil
agency.
nine ye

ace and a low one back to
dummy's nine and West was
held to only one spade trick.

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
I.ivestock and Exposition
Center.

Bill
Ro:

IR- A G. CORN, JR

ATTENTION FARMERS

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.

EAST
Signify.
contini
growth
nounce

THE ACES'

Group III of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Helen
Campbell, 1108 Elm Street.
Mrs. Dan McKeel will have
the program.

---Murray Girl Scout Core is
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
the Girl Scout Cabin,

Fi

11-1

All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance is
now available from
King-Landott Insurance.

IN TODAY'S CLASSIFIED
AD SECTION!!!
FIND OUT HOW
YOU CAN SEND
YOUR VALENTINE
MESSAGE IN A SPECIAL
WAY FOR A
SPECIAL PRICE!!
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Fisher-Price Opens Sales Company In Australia
EAST AURORA, NY —
Signifying its commitment to
continuing
international
growth, Fisher-Price has announced the establishment of

IreS

.mg
yin
was
pieline

Fisher-Price -- Australia as
its first sales company in the
Pacific area.
A headquarters office in
Melbourne, Victoria, already

Billy R. Miller Joins
Ross Insurance Agency

sew
to
(not
the
t to
dif ion
the
orobrat
ternay

The Ross Insurance Agency.
210 E. Main St., Murray, is
proud to announce that Billy
R. Miller has joined their
agency. Miller brings over
nine years experience in the
•

to
vas

Billy Miller

insurance profession to Ross
Insurance.
Miller is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
and received his masters
degree of agriculture at Mur-

'St

ray State University.
-While working as a life and
health agent for a local insurance company, Miller
qualified for various company
awards and leaders conventions. He qualified for the National Quality Award, the National Sales Achievement
Award and the National
Health Award. These awards
are given by the National
Association of Life Underwriters for the achievement of
excellency in the insurance
business.
A graduate or the Diamond
Life Bulletin Courses and
I.UTC insurance .educational
courses, Miller presently
serves as president of the
Murray Optimist Club. He is
past master of Temple Hill
Lodge 276 F&AM and is past
president of the Calloway
County FFA Alumni chapter.
Miller and his wife. Wilma,
reside at Route 2, Murray,
with their two children, Tammy and Angie. They attend
Flint Baptist Church.
The Ross Insurance Agency
invites Miller's friends to call
on him for any type of insurance needs.

has begun operations and an
additional office in Sydney,
New South Wales, will open
shortly, the company said.
Ian J. Anderson, who joined
Fisher-Price last year to help
set up the Australian
organization, has been named
managing director. He is a
veteran of 23 years in the
Australian toy industry and is
past chairman of the
Australian Toy and Games
Manufacturers Association.
Fisher-Price, a division of
the Quaker Oats Company',
reported that the new sales
company would work closely
with
Quaker
ProductsAustralia in several key'
areas.
Australia has a population
of abopt 14.7 million, With a
toy market that has been
growing approximately 10
percent per year since 1975.
Fisher-Price has been exporting toys to that country for
many' years for sale through
an Australian distribution
firm.
Fisher-Price will continue to
supply Australia from its U.S.
plants under the new arrangement,the company said.
According to James H.
Frank, vice President, international. "Fisher-Price -

Ray Roberts, owner ,of ty for the past eight years. She
Roberts Realty, has annonnc- is a licensed broker and is exed the appointment of Anna perienced in listing, selling
Requarth as managing broker and appraising. Requarth is
of his firm.
now serving as president of
• Requarth has been the Murray-Calloway County'
associated with Roberts Real- Board of Realtors and is also a
state director.
She is an active member of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church and is also active in
community affairs. Requarth
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered is the mother of two children.
copy of The horny leder & limn by Mrs. Randal Shrrii Scott
530 p m. Monday -Friday or by and Eddie Requarth, a senior
330 p m Saturdays ore urged at Murray High School. She
to call 753-1916 between 5.30 If m. and her son reside at 1107
Main St. -awl 601, Monday *mph Friday or
Ray Roberts, who is now
110 pa sod I p aSalardots
A circulation deportment em- employed by the state of Kenployee is oil duty during these tucky and Hoyt Roberts,time periods to insure delivery founder, of Roberts Realty,
of your newspaper Calls must both maintain their real estate
be placed by 6 p.m. Weekdays orlicense with the agency and
4 pl. Saturdays to guarantee will be working on a part time
and advisery capacity.
delivery
The regular business office
Requarth would like to inhours of The Mum ledger & Tin- vite anyone_ interested in
ca. is 5 p.. Monday "talking" real estate to stop
ore
through Friday and: a
110011,•
by Roberts Realty at the corSaturdays.
ner of S. 12th and Sycamore.

had
araw
nd.
uff,
10

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
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Call 436-2372

Howard D. Mathis

Murray, Ky.

School of Mortuary' Science,
Louisville, has received his

You Need More Than Just Someone
To Prepare Your Return
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Taxes seem to take o bigger share of your Iota income every year and thi year is the time to do
something about about it
You need someone to help you develop on aggrbssive program for conserving capitol in
creasing your family's financial security and lowering your tax bills. That is where icon help
To start with lit Systematically review your current financial picture and your return for the
previous year Who knows' I may very well find refunds you've overlooked) Then 111 go further
and help you devise financial ,trotegies to meet youriong term business and family needs
Of course not everyone requires rep kind of heft, But if you do perhaps we should talk

CPA
than

1
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it's

tle

Pr.f.sshea

Keller

4

Certified Public Accountant
201 S. 6th Street

753-8918

company which served
only U. S. markets until the
early 1970's, Fisher-Price today has international sales of
over
$1 50'
million,
predonutiantly in Europe,
Canada and Mexico.
Besides Australia, sales
companies operate in
Benelux, Canada, France,

Germany, Italy and the
United Kingdom. In addition,
a majority owned company
manufactures and sells
Fisher-Price products in Mexico.
All told, Fisher-Price toys
are sold in over 100 countries
around the world. The company operates a plant in Murray'.

license from the State Board
of Embalmers and Funeral
Directors of Kentucky.
Mathis attended Hardin
High School and was
employed by the Murray Division of the Tappan ConMat1.1'
for 32 years. A member and
deaconof the Dexter Baptist
Church, he is the son of
Roosevelt and Euple Mathis of
Almo.
His wife, Jo, is employed by
the Bank of Murray. Their
three children are Cindy Ross
of Garland, Texas, Debby Orr
of Hazel, and Glen Mathis of
Dexter.

"We know there are programs
that do not work, some that
meed limited needs, and still
others that do little more than
scratch the surface of urban
and housing problems."
At the same time, however,
Wood continued, Realtors
recognize that housing
availability for lower income
groups is inadequate and
should be improved.
Wood said that in reviewing
the $38.2 billion budget for the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development proposed
by President Carter for
fiscal year 1982, he detected a
small decrease in long-term
authorizations, but at the
same time • a 17 percent iiicrease in spending for nest
year.
"While recognizing that
reducing long-term costs by
$200 million is a step in the
right direction." Wood said,
"we are concerned with,the
simultaneous $2.2 billion increase in FY 1982 outlays."
HUD could sustain a 7.5 to 10
percent reduction in its FY
1982 budget, without significant long-term effects on its
programs, the Naples. Fla.,
Realtor said.

A 10 percent reduction in
HUD's programs would
amount to $1.55 billion in FY
1982 outlays and $3.82 billion
over the longer term.
Wood emphasized that
"programs of higher priority"
should not be cut as much as
others. He cited the need to
maintain reasonable funding
levels for programs directly
serving the poor.
Among the "sifnificant, but
unnecessary spending increases in the Carter administration's HUD proposal
is a staffing increase," Wood
said. "Three hundred new
HUD employees is not exactly.
a hiring freeze. Elimination of
the staffing increase would
save more than $10 million."
The FY 1982 budget recommends a $265 million increase
in
HUD's Community'
Development Program.
"While the National Association of Realtors supports efforts to revitalize our nation's
Cities," Wood said. "we
recommend reduction in this
program because the present
Yours, Mine and Ours trios'- jeans, jumpers, tops, and
federal approach puts urban
edits location Jan. 29 to 117 S. lingerie. New • spring clothes
areas in a planning strait4th St. to better serve its are coming in the store daily.
jacket by limiting local incustomers.
All customers are asked to
itiatives."
The store features a com- register for a $20 certificate to
plete line of new maternity be given away at the stoee at 3
fashions and nearly new
p.m. Feb. 14.
clothes for the entire family.
Yours, Mine and Ours is
All clothing is brought in on' open every' day except
consignment for resale.
Wednesday. The phone is 753Maternity clothes include
4087.
DALLAS, Texas -- Janice twinkle lights, a lighted curGraham, Murray, a beauty
tain with a star burst design,
consultant with the Dallas- laser light rainbow effects,
based Mary Kay Cosmetics, four turrets accented with live
Inc., has returned from the greenery and yards of shimmering glanune material forcompany's 18th Annual
Seminar held at the Dallas ming the backdrop.
The 1981 Seminar was
Convention Center, Jan, 29-31.
Question No. 18
Some 8,000 of the 100,000 in, highlighted by an awards
Mary Kay Con- night where the top sales
,ultants attended. General achievers in Mary Kay
Cosmetics were spotlighted as
assemblies and workshops fillad the schedule of the pro- they received their valuable
prizes including
gram covering every facet of
pink
Cadillacs and Buick Regals —
the Mary Kay business from
products to management. the cars most often associated
with Mary' Kay Cosmetics —
Mary Kay Ash, who founded
the company in 1963 and is diamond and gold pins,
now Chairman of the Board, bracelets, rings and necklaces
and mink fashions. Entertaingave the opening address and
taught some of the classes. ment was provided by singer
Richard Rogers. President of Jack Jones.
Mrs. Graham joined Mary
Mary Kay Cosmetics, was
also a guest speaker.
Kay Cosmetics as an indepenit's TRUE. When H&R Bloc* prepares your
The theme of this year's pro- dent beauty consultant in 1980.
return, it's someone who knows all about income.
gram, "Dreams Come True," She is married to Jerry
taxcs and has carefulh• reviewed your return prior
reflected the spirit of total op- Graham and they are the
to the audit interview. It's someone who will go
parents of three children.
timism that ran through the
with you at no additional cost, not as a legal
Mary Kay Cosmetics. Inc..
$2.5 million Seminar. The
representatny, hut to answer all questions about
has grown from a local firm
spectacular stage setting
how your uses were prepared.
with an initial force of 10 into
featured a castle motif
enhanced with . thousands Of an international organization
WE'LL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU
with approximately 100,000 independent _Beauty Consultants, marketing the firm's
products throughout the
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
United States, its territories.
903 Arcadia
Canada, Australia and Buenos
Open 9 is re 6 p.m. Weekdays
90 OF -S p.in. Set.
Aires. The company's 1979 net
Phone 753 9204
sales figure was $91,400 000

Maternity Clothes At
Yours, Mine And Ours

Yours, Mine And Ours
Moves To New Location

Janice Graham Returns
From Mary Kay Seminar

H&R BLOCK
TAX TEST

Howard Mathis Receives
License From State Board

Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

he

WASHINGTON — Federal
spending cuts of as much as 10
percent in some programs are
necessary' if the economic
viability' of this country is to
be restored. John R. Wood,
president of the National
Association of Realtors, said
today.
"It is easy to recpmmend
cuts in spending," Wood said,
"and for that reason we think
it is appropriate that we suggest reductions in spending in
housing related areas —got
just cuts for everyone else.
As a group of concerned
housing professionals see are
willing to accept reductions in
housing related programs to
assist the nation's urgent
economic needs, and we encourage other industires and
beneficiary groups to do the
same,' Wood added. '
"Realtors of America are
convinced that significant cuts
can be made," Wood said.

Taxpayers Must
Sign Federal.
Income Tax Forms

Howard D. Mathis of Murray, employed by the 4, H.
Churchill Funeral Home of
Murray and who recently
graduated from the Kentucky

toys
As a

Federal Cuts Are Necessary

Taxpayers filing %nen. 1980*
federal income tax returns
should be sure to attach all
supporting documents and
schedules to the return before
sending it in for processing, Taxpayers must sign their
the Internal Revenue Service federal income tax returns
aays.
before mailing them the InterDocuments such as W-2 ear- nal Revenue Service says.
nings statements, schedules, If a married couple files a
statements vcrifying a certain joint return, both must sign,
deduction or other pertinent even if only one had income.
information should be secureWhen signing the return,
ly attached to the 1040- or taxpayers should also list the
1040A. Taxpayers must in- date it was signed, the IRS
clude W-2 harms from All. adds.
employers if they worked at
Taxpayers
expecting
more than one job, the IRS refunds will experience delays
points out, regardless of the if the return is not properly
ambunt of earnings.
signed.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

11,

Australia, our tirst sales company outside of the western
hemisphere, represents a
significant milestone in
Fisher-Price's plans for further international expansion.
"We anticipate excellent
sales results from this new
operation, particularly in
Fisher-Price's world leading
line of infant and preschool

Taxpayers Should
Attach Supporting
Documents To Forms

Ray Roberts Appoints
Anna Requarth As Broker

1

We MI ,
11
wq•
•k 4

H&R Block
will accompany you
to an IRS audit.
True a CI False

H&R BLOCK

Anita Folsom Appointed
Mary Kay Sales Director
DALLAS, Texas — Anita A.
Folsom, Murray, has earned
appointment as sales director
of the independent field
marketing organiration of
Dallas-based Mary Kay
Cosmetic's, Inc. The announce:
ment was made by Mary Kay
Ash, founder and Chairman (if
the Board, and Ms. Folsom
made her debut as a Sales
Ihrector on stage at the company's 18th annual seminar
held January 211-31 at the
I /atlas Convent an Center.
Folsom. who _became aheauty ,consultant in February
1979, joins a group of almost
2.500 vther.directors who cotii'liiiate and aid the efforts of.iver 100,000 independent
!leanly Consultants who are
Actively
selling
and
lemonstrating Mary Kay produels throughogt the United
States, its territories, Canada,
Australia and Argentina.
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Inc..
•-•ince its founding in
September 1963, has evolved
!rum a small regional
cosmettcs roan to a fully integrated manUfacturer and
distributor of skin care.
osmetics and hair rare pro-

ducts.
For the nine month period
ending Sept. 30, 1980. sales
were $118.1 million. up 83 percent over the comparable 1979
nen(iii.
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Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
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Billy R. Miller
Anna Requarth
Howard D. Mathis
Anita A. Folsom
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Echoes From The Past
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ON THE SHELF AT A CLOSEP PUBLIC LIBRAR•/...

By Kee WeU
As evidence that our current debate
over capital punishment is an old one
consider these maxims on the subyi
written by the Irish social critic Go"
Bernard Shaw ( 1856-1950) in the t,,
years of this century:
The assassin Czolgosz made
President McKinley a hero by
assassinating him. The United
States of America made Urolgosi
a hero by the same process.
••••

By Judy MaUpiu

Request For
Walston Information

r.
This week I have a request for inforit all on good paper and leave it to my
mation from Mrs. Lyle E. Walston, 280
children and grandchildren, because I
Southwest Spruce Road, Port Orchard,
believe our ancestry gives us a sense of
Washington 98366. It reads as follows:
belonging to our forebears, our country
"I dm seeking information on my
and our country of origin "
husband's ancestry
We have a
newspaper clipping from Graves CounIf there are any Walstons reading
ty. Wing°. Kentucky dated January.
this, please write to Mrs. Walston and
1905.
let her know that the people of Calloway
"J. Walston was a Civil War veteran
County also have an interest in their
he served throughout the war in Comancestors and in keeping in touch with
pany 2, Confederate army from Kenthose who have not been fortunate
tucky. having entered the army in
enough tonave lived in Kentucky.
18611.
As I mentiond last week, I have quite
He was born February II, 1831 or
a list of names of people who are buried
1834, the paper is not clear ): first marsomewhere in the county, but whom I
ried Martha P. Stroud in 1851 and had
cannot place. Here are some; the
nine clulden. He next married Mary C.
names and dates are included, and if a
Stroud and had three more children.
cemetery is given ( which I am not
"He spent his early life in Calloway.
familiar with it will be in parentheses:
County and was a member of the
W.
Baucom, 5-11-1863-6-6-1937
Methodist Episcopal Church, then a
t Hector 1. Lula J. Calliwell, Jan. 28 to
member of the Cumberland
Feb. 1, 1914 Sea).(
Howell Calliwell, 7Presbyterian Church. though when he
Z2-1915-4-4-1931 ( Lebanon); Martha
died.
Randle Chilcutt, 7-7-1861-4-'n-1931
"I have sent letters to the
(Oak Hill I. Annie Williams HenCumberland Presbyterian Church in
dricksOn,
8-12-1891-6-28-1928
Wingo. Kentucky and to the editors of
(cemetery illelgible on death certhe Mayfield Messenger asking for any
tificate). Mrs. R. L. McMurty, 9-14Walstons living there to please write to
1873-4-20-1934 !McMurty I. Mabel
me but have received no replies.
Myers. September 12-18, 1912 ( Elites);
"Is there any way you can obtain the
Martha Ann Pitt, 8-25-1865-7-31-1912
following information for rue through
I looks
like Springfield on death
cemetery records or the Historical
record l. Jennie Wheeler, 2-26-1853-12Society?
28-1928 (Bennet's Chapel ).
"Where did J. Walstons parents
James M. Camp, 8-13-1854-5-19-1929
come from, were they born in Kentucky
( Paynen's Chapel. Fannie D. Routon.
or where? Where did the forebears of J.
died Dec. 14, 1930, age 80 (Enoch I. JM.
Walston come.from originally? What
Simmons, 11-11-1837-7-2-1928 {Simcountry did they immigrate from and
mons 1. A.F. McLain, 4-10-1868-4-12when?
1928 I Price I. Annie Evans, Oct.
"This information was not handed
15—Nov. 15, 1921 Bander, Lynnville I.
down to my husband's father and
Ethie Pace, born and died June 8, 1930.
uncles: My husband's grandfather I son
Martha Ann Doherty, 11-18-1871-3-9of J. Walston) left Kentucky about 1890
1929 Gleason.(
and 'went to Toledo, Illinois, married
Next week, I will have more names to
there, and later went to North Dakota.
ask help with. Most of these people are
Apparently no visits were made to
buried in Calloway County, since their
relatives in Kentucky.
deaths were recorded here, but there is
-I am hoping to find information on
a possibility that some may have been
the Walston family and also to correstaken to Graves, Marshall, or Henry
pond with members of the family still 'Counties. If you can help me with any of
living in Kentucky. I just want to write
these, please contact me

Washington Today

Reagan Evaluates
Middle East Policy
An AP News Analysis
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Reagan
administration is taking advantage of a
period of relative calm in the Middle
East to re-evaluate 4J.S. policy in that
part of the world.
With the war between Iran and Iraq
in low gear, and no other crises loom-ing. the administration has the luxury
of time to deliberate its approach to the
Arab-Israeli dispute. .
Marked by more sympathy toward
Israel and appreciation of its security
value. the Reagan policy discussions
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could foreshadow a sharp departure
from the hyperactivity — shuttle
diplomacy and tamp David's public
summitry — of the Carter, Ford and
Nixon administrations.
Already there are clear signals of a
shift from President Reagan and his
two principal Cabinet officers,
Secretary of State Alexander Haig and
Secretary of
Defense Caspar
Weinberger.
- Reagan, in an interview Monday,
broke ranks with his predecessor, Jimmy Carter. on the status of the 77 Israeli
outposts on the West Bank of the Jordan
River.
Carter said the settlements were "inconsistent with international law" and
"an obstacle to peace." Clearly, he saw
them as standing in the way of a
Palestinian homeland in the territory
occupied by Israel since the 1967 war.
Reagan disagrees.
.
"They're not illegal," he said, 'snot
under the U.N. resolution that leaves
the West Bank open to all people —
Arab and Israeli alike, Christian
alike."
The thorniest element in dealing with
the Middle East is the future of the
Palestinians, more than 1 million of
whom live under Israeli jurisdiction.
Reagan acknowledged "that's got to be
part of any settlement," but he stood by
his campaign criticism of the Palestine
Liberation Organization's terrorist activities.
Even so, he suggested — as Carter
had — that if the PLO dropped its
"outspoken utterance that Israel
doesn't .have a right to exist," his administration might be prepared to give
PLO leader Vassar Arafat a role in
peace talks.
Meanwhile. Reagan and Weinberger
are leaving the door open to a larger
U.S. military presence in the region, including possibly in Israel.
Carter, responding to the Soviet
military intervention In Afghanistan,
arranged last year for American use of
facilities on the region's rim, in Kenya.
Oman and Somalia. He sent four
AWACs radar planes to Saudi Arabia
and a snhall squadron of F-4 jets and an
airborne battalion to Egypt.
An overture by Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin to sign a
defense treaty with the United States
went unanswered during the Carer administration and no consideration was
given to U.S use of modern air bases in
Sinai that are being returned by Egypt
to Israel.

Thoughts
In Season

It is the deed that teaches, not
the name we give it. Murder and
capital punishment are not opposites that cancel one another.
but similars that breed their
kind.

Today In History

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The heaviest snow of the year fell on
Murray and Calloway County today
with an accumulation of 4,
2 inches.
A special election is set for Feb. 9 on
the propsed 13 cents per $100 assessment of property in the Calloway County School District,
William M. Boyd, vice president and
cashier of the Peoples Bank of Murray,
spoke on "Money and How It Is

Created" at the meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Murray Civitan Club's annual
Clergy Night meeting was held Feb. 4
with ministers from Murray and
Calloway County present.
Elected as officers of the MurrayCalloway County Youth Scholars were

20 Years Ago
Work is about complete on the addition to the Calloway County Health
Center at North Seventh and Olive
Streets, according to R. L. Cooper, administrator.
Marsha Hendon. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon, and an eighth
grade student at New Concord School,
unade the highest store on the competitive American History Test on Feb.
4, given by the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution. Beverly Goode,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. • Kenneth

Goode, and an eighth grade student at
Murray High School, was second. Third
place went to Marilyn Faye Parrish,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Troy Cleve
Parrish, and an eighth grade student at
Faxon School.
Carmerita Talent, Ron Talent, Mary
Leslie Erwin, Rosalyn Haywood, Deanna Story, Homer Pruitte, and David
Colley are Calloway CountianS who are
in the 1961 production of Campus
Lights.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Deaths reported include Mrs. Finis
Clendenon.
. Judge Camille Kelley of Memphis,
Tenn., will speak on "Delinquent
Angels" at the meeting tomorrow of the
Murray High School Parent-Teacher
Association.
The annual Speech Festival will be

held March 22 to 24 at the auditorium of
Murray State College,
The Murray State College Racers
won their 17th basketball game of the
season when they beat Evansville by
the score of 70 to 61. High point man for
Murray was Gene Garrett and for
Evansville was Axford.
The Almo High School basketball
team lost to Hardin by the score of 56 to
41. Phillips was high scorer for Almo
and Gardner was high scorer for Hardin.

40 Years .-lgo
The local dark fired tobacco market
continued to fluctuate this week as a
poorer grade of tobacco was seen pouring through the turnstiles during the
past five days.
Deaths reported incluciP Tom Morris,
67, Edmund Wilcox, James Cardwell
Sykes. 11 months, Mrs. Mary Susan
Craig,and W. D. Humphreys.
The Murray Lions Club held its annual Ladies Night on Feb. 4 at the Murray Woman's Club House with J. C.
Ruskjer as speaker. Guests were wives
of Murray members and members of
the Fulton, Mayfield and Benton Lions
Club with their wives and friends.
A special feature story on Chailice
Grogan who has been clerk for the city
of Murray for 11 years is published this
week. Prior to his present position, he
was with the Bank of Murray and
Paducah Savings Bank.
The Murray Rotary' Club entertained
their wives with a dinner on Jan. 30 at
the Murray Woman's Club House. Hugh
M. McElrath is club president.

Campus Lights of 1941 will be held on
Feb. 23. This annual event is sponsored
by Phi Mu Alpha national music fraternity.
Henry Brandon, Jr., Hazel, received
his Bachelor of Science degree in
agriculture from the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
The Hazel High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America held its
Father-Son banquet on Jan. 27. W. H.
Brooks, vocational agriculture teacher
- at Murray Training School. was the
speaker.
Marriages announced this week include Rachel Hood to J. R. Owen on
Feb. 1.
Evangelists Fox and Fox will begin a
revival meeting with the First Baptist
Church on .June 15 and will continue
through the third Sunday.
Grapefruit :s listed at 10 for 25 cents
in the ad for the U-Tote-Em Grocery
this week..
•
Showing at the Vaitity Theatre is
"North West Mounted Police" starring
Gary Cooper and Madeline Carroll,

50 Years Ago
Fieldon Scott, winner of the CourierJournat Spelling Bee for Calloway
County, will enter the state spelling bee
in Louisville on April 16. He is a student
at Almo School.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Virgil Rogers, Mrs. Lillian Atkins
Rogers, Richard W. Adams, Freeland
Underwood,and John J. Foster,
An Assoriatect. press -dispatch from
Washington, D. C.,on Monday announced that Murray,together with five other
Kentucky cities, was included in an
allocation of $69.764,000 for public
buildings. Murray was allotted $90,000
for the Postoffice here.
The World Almanac lists Nathan B.
Stubblefield as among the 51 greatest
inventors in its 1930 edition.
The Murray Tobacco. Market
displayed a firmer tone this week with
an average of $5.44. The season's
average is $5.49.
Dr. R. M. Mason read a paper on

Agree Or Not

By S.C. Van Curon

Brown Is Most
Traveled Chief

30 Years Ago
Kentucky Governor Lawrence
Wetherby and other officials are making a tour of the western part of the
state.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Feb. 7, the 38th
Copley News Service
day of 1981. There are 327 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 7, 1945, President Franklin
Roosevelt, British Prime Minister
• Winston Churchill and Soviet Premier
Joseph Stalin met at Yalta, on the
Black Sea,to shape the post-war future.
On this date:
David Hall, Vicki Lowery, Betty Jo
In 1778, Daniel Boone and 27 others
Ward, Kathy Thompson, Debbi Rogers,
were captured by Indians at Blue Lick,
Alan Spencer, Johnnie Stockdale, Bill
Ky.
Adams, Mary Ann Taylor, and Bruce
In 1904. a fire wiped out downtown
Miller.
Baltimore.
The Murray State Racers beat Austin
In 1947, Arabs and Jews in Palestine
Peay in a basketball game. High
rejected a British proposal for the
scorers were Lee Taylor and Ron
establishment of a trusteeship divided
Williams for Murray and Sante! for
into Arab and Jewish zones.
Austin.
In 1948, Gen. Dwight Eisenhower
resigned as Army chief of staff and was
succeeded by Gen. Omar Bradley.
Ten years ago: Apollo 14 astronauts
Rudy Tripp, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
were speeding toward splashdown in
Ronald Adams, and a girl to Mr. and
the Pacific Ocean after their visit to the
Mrs. Robert Miller,
moon.
The Murray College High School
One year ago: A Kuwaiti newspaper
Chapter of the Future Business Leaders
reported that release of the American
of America installed a FBLA Chapter
hostages in Iran was imminent.
at Calloway County High School. Greta
Today's birthday's: Writer Gay
Brooks is president of the College High
Talese is 49 years old.
FBLA and Wendell Lovett is president
Thought for Today: Never give adof the new Calloway High chapter.
vice unless asked — German proverb.

"Appendicitis" at the meeting of the
Southwestern Kentucky Medical Society.
Alice Keys, daughter of Mrs. John
Keys, and Yandall Wrather, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. 0. Wrather, were among
the graduates at the mid-year commencement at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Marriages announced this week include Estelle Lovins to Linos Spiceland
on Jan. 31.
Sausage is-listed as selling for two
pounds for 25 cents in the ad for Shroat
Bros. Meat Market this week.
Sunburst pasteurized milk is listed as
selling for 10 cents per quart in the ad
for the Murray Milk Products Company.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is'
"The Sea Wolf" starring Milton Sills,
Jane Keith, and Raymond Hackett.
Also showing are anew serial,"The Indians Are Coming," and a comedy.
"Crosby's Corners."

FRANKFORT — Gov. John Young
Brown Jr. has a good start on setting a
record for being the most-traveled chief
executive the state has ever had, but
that's what he promised the electorate
when he ran for office in 1979.
The young business wizard who
spread the fast food franchise of Kentucky Fried Chicken world-wide in a
few short years promised he would run
Kentucky like a business and merchandise its products and its capabilities.
Since he took office in December 1979,
he has been out of the state the
equivalent of 53 full 24-hour days,
records in the Secrkary of State's office revealed last week. 'The record
runs from Dec. 15, 1979 to Jan. 23,1981.
There is only one full calendar month'
during that time that he wasn't out of
the state and that was last June when
the Browns' baby was born.
When the governor is out of the state,
the lieutenant governor becomes acting
governor and draws the equivalent of
the governor's salary plus the salary
for being lieutenant governor. The
governor's pay is calculated at $5.13 per
hour on the basis of a 24-hour day which
amounts to $45,000 per year. The lieutenant governor's salary is $38,640 per
year and is adjusted annually under recent legislation to provide for inflation
and cost of living increases.
' The special adjustment commission
for this is scheduled to meet Februarys
2. The governor's salary wilFremain at
$45,000 until Dec. 11 this year when it
moves to $50,000 per year by statute.
Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins has filed two vouchers with the Finance
Department for pay while acting governor. She files a voucher about every six
months, the records show. She filed her'
first claim to cover the period beginning Dec. 15, 1979 to May 21, 1980 for 867
hours at $5.13 per hour or a total of
$4,447.71. The governor was not out of
the state in June 1980. The next claim
was filed to cover the period of July 1,
1980 to Sept. 17, 1980 for 395.5 hours or
$2%028.92
The governor's office files a r€port
with the Secretary of State giving the
time he expects to leave the state on a
trip, and he files another report when
he returns to the state. The time is
calculated at the state's borders and
not when he leaves or arrives in
fort.
FrIank
t he
If
lieutenant governor and governor are both out of the state, then the
secretary of state serves as governor
and then the president pro-tern of the
Senate is next and then down to The
speaker of the House.
Secretary of State Frances Jones
Mills has served as governor for short
stints during this time.
Gov. Brown has set one record
already. He is the first to live outside
Frankfort permanently while governor
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since the early days of statehood. He
and his wife bought a home in Fayette
County and live there since the governor's mansion here was declared hazardous by the State Fire Marshal's office.
Phyllis George Brown is now heading a
citizens' committee, Save ths Mansion,
to raise funds privately to refurbish the
place.
Brown spends a lot of time at his
home in Fayette County and keeps in
contact with the governor's office by
telephone. He also commutes from his
home to the Capitol by state-owned
helicopter a portion of the time. He
maintains his time outweighs the cOst
of the plane for this purpose.
Here is Brown's record for being out
of the state as filed in the Secretary of
'State's office:
Time Left
Time Returned
1979
Dec. 15, 10:05 a.m. Dec. 17 11:05 a.m.
Dec. 26,6:00 p.m.
Jan. 39:30a.m.
Jan, 18, 7:20 p.m.
Jan. 22 8:15 a.m.
.Jan, 26, 1:00 p.m.
Jan. 277:00 p.m.
Feb. 1,2:45 p.m.
Feb. 3 12:30 p.m.
Feb. 22,8:00 a.m.
Feb. 27 10:50 a.m.
Mar. 1,9:00 a.m.
Mar. 1 11:00 p.m.
Mar. 8,9:46 a.m.
Mar.8 8:55 p:m.
Mar. 18, 4:05 p.m.
Mar. 1911:05 a.m.
Mar'. 22.11:45 a.m.
Mar. 22 5:00P.M
Mar, 24,7:30p.m.
Mar. 25 12:10 a.m.
Apr. 4, 9:00 a.m.
Apr. 9 11 :00 a.m.
Apr. 10,7:45 a.m.
Apr. 138:45 p.m:
Apr. 18, 5:08 p.m.
Apr. 22 11:05 a.m.
Apr. 25,6:00 p.m.
Apr. 25 9:30 p.m:.
July 8,3:45 p.m. .
July 93:45 p.m.
July 11,11:05 a.m.
July 15 4:50 p.m.
July 234:10 p.m.
July 22,9:30 a.m.
July 24, 7:15 a.m.
July 24 3:30 pm'.
Aug.5 7:45 p.m.,
Aug. 3,8:25 a.m.
Aug. 9,9:30 p.m.
Aug. 16 6:10 pun.
Aug.'23 11:30 p.m'.
Aug. 23 4:30 p.m.
Aug. 24.1:30 p.m.
Aug. 251:04 p.m.
Sept. 310:25 p.m.
Aug. 29, 5:40 p.m.
Sept. 9, 12:30 p.m.
Sept. 102:00 p.m.
Sept. 14. 10:10 p.m. Sept. 17 10:10 p.m.
Oct. 1 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 20, 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 55:00 pm,
Oct. 2,11:00 a.m.
Oct. 10,7:30 p.m.
Oct. 1011:30 p.m.
Oct. 13, 5:00 p.m.
Oct. 13 midnight
0(1.22,9:25 a.m.
Oet. 22 1:05 p.m.
Oct. 30. 7:30 a.m.
Oct. 30 10:45 pin:
Nov. 29:15 a.m.
Nov. 1,6:40 p.m.
Nov. 11 1:30 pin.
Nov. 7, 3:30 p.m.
Nov. 15.7:00 p.m.
Nov. 20 12:0:1 puif.
Dec.26:41 p.M.
Nov. 30,7:30 a.m.
Dec. 104:35 pin.
Dec. 5. 11:10 a.m.
Jan. 410:15 pun.
Dec. 28,8:45 a.m.
Jan. 11 8:14.to,
Jan. i 1,8: 15 a.m.
Jan. 16,6:59 p.m.
Jan. 22
Jan. 28 no tom
Jan. 23.3:00p.m.
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Bible Thought
ii

For by one Spirit are we all bap.
tired into one body. I Corinthian'
1 2:1 1
We may have differing name tags,
down here as Christians, in heaves
we will all be "united brethren4 ,
4
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Dean,
By Abigail Van Buren

Boss May Censor Thoughts
After Hearing Censure
DEAR ABBY: My husband says I am an attractive
woman. We are very happy and seldom have an argument.
I work in a large office with a dozen other women. My
boss, who is manly and attractive, propositioned me.
Of
course I turned him down, but he isn't the type to be easily
discouraged. I understand he has done this to others and
those who refused were fired.
My husband's solution; "Tell him your husband will be
out of town for a few days, then invite him over for the
evening. On that evening, invite his wife over and let her
hide (with me) in another room. Wear something 'comfort.
able,' and lead him on a little. Then when he starts shedding
his clothes, his wife and I will appear!"
I think this should take care of the situation. What do you
think, Abby'?
WILLOW IN MASS.
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DEAR HAZEL: Tell your friend that Abby says she
is a woman. And for verification she has the word of
a) her husband and b) her gynecologist.
CONFIDENTIAL TO CRISPINA: Yes, Yetta,
age
68, accepted the Caribbean cruise
invitatio
longtime friend, Ira, age 70. They shared n from
a
twin
bedded stateroom, and no hanky-panky
took place.
(He couldn't and she didn't care.)
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Misses' Acrylic Slip-ons
So Classic and Versatile
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Sale Price
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Rebate
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25.88
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DEAR ABBY: I am an average reader of your column and
enjoy it very much. I simply ctinnot believe a statement that
a very dear friend of mine made, so I am writing to you for
an answer.
She said that "Dear Abby" is,a man, and she heard it
from a reliable source. It doesn't make any difference to me
either way. I still continue to read and enjoy your column,
but I would like to know the truth. •
HAZEL IN EUGENE, ORE.
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3 for 2
Color
Enlargements
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Your Net Cost
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DEAR ABBY: Ask anyone who works in a nursing home
if men are sexually active in their 90s.
One 190-pound man had to be lifted to bed, to wheelchair,
to toilet. This "helpless" old gent, age 93, would pinch and
poke at any of us girls who came near him.
After many months of almost breaking our backs lifting
him, late one night we found his empty wheelchair in the
hallway. He had found his way to a lady friend's bed! We
later learned from several ladies that this 93-year-old man
was very active indeed.
If you print my letter, use anything but my real name.I'm
still working here.
MOUND CITY, MO.

Ok.

The Saving Place

LUNCHEON
_ SPECIAL

DEAR WILLOW: Why be a party to entrapment?
There's a more legitimate solution. Inform your boss
that the new Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has put into effect rules making sexual
harassment a violation of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
"Harassment occurs," the EEOC says,"when submission to it becomes a condition of employment,
when submission or rejection becomes a factor in
promotions or raises, or when the conduct interferes
with work performance, or creates an intimidating,
hostile or offensive working environment." Furthermore, any employer who violates these rules is liable
to censure, to say nothing of a lawsuit. That should
do it!
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8-Digit Calculator
Hand-held LCD_ co!culator With-memOrV
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50 Sq Ft
Wash-Strip • Wallpaper
Pre-pastea. vinytcoated, strippable
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2.77
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Quart Vacuum Bottle
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or cold drinks
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Hodded Sweat Shirt
-"Jilover with pocket
Thtton%polyester
Our 6.44, Pants.... 4.97
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Stotch
_

So they turn the thermostat way up
instead of leaving it at 68 to save energy.
Some have very young children or older
people in their homes and have to keep
the temperature warmer.
Some like a cool house or they're away
all day and the house is unoccupied, so
they turn the thermostat back several
degrees.
Every family and every consumer is
different. That's why you really can't predict your heating costs by your neighbor's
bill.
Whatever your living habits, conserve
energy whenever you can and make sure
your home is insulated and weatherized.
Stop by our office for more information
on how to keep heating costs down.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
°operative Corporation
Ii

Ma told

FREE

leek

.27

ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM CHECK
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Scotch' Tape
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2-Roll
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•4-ply polyester•5-rib tread design

SERVICES INCLUDE:

38.88

1

Replac• front brak• pads

2

True rotors

3

Inspect calipers

4

Refill hydraulic system

5

Repack inner and outer bearings

6

R•plac• front greats. seals

7

Inspect mast•r cylind•r

I

Inspect rear linings /or
wear
(additional cost if repairs on rear
brakes are needed)

Sale Price Mon Thru Sat
Front Disc Brake Job for Many U.S. Cars
Additional parts and services which may be
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700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Remember the story of the and resultant stock losses, the
little girl who cried "Wolf!" animal has thrived and
She did it as a joke, but one spread. Poisons, trapping,
day the wolf showed up and shooting, special fences and
the joke was on her. Now Gary many other methods of coyote
Cook is crying ••Coyote!", and control have had little overall
he never intended to joke in effect. One company even proeconomy should be about. freshly engineered indepen- crowd digs and the older one
la enty -five miles per gallon. dent -front suspension. They mourns. We think the Datsun the first place. Cook says the duced a collar for sheep that
It is lighter than a CJ7 and
each do a respectable job of folks are about to slip a coyote is with us, will be with made coyotes sick when they
us. more .in the .urunediate -bit the wearer on the neck.
about two feetionger. Payload
stretching a gallon Of gas, -sleeper, called diesel into the
should be around fifteen hunroutinely accomplish feats off works sometime in the next future, and will create some The coyotes soon learned to atdred pounds. Just about any
the road that sometimes em- few months, and that will be serious problems for farmers tack collar-wearing sheep
"".•
and sportsmen alike.
from the rear.
Jeep accessory will fit it and
barrass the big four wheel worth looking over.
The I.uv is underpowered
Gary Cook is a biologist with
that opens the door to a blue
Besides sheep, a real coyote
drive rigs of reeent years, and
14,
Tennessee
Wildlife favorite, the animal preys on
million possibilities. It comes seem to us, at least, to be an compared to the other two but the
/el's
hardtop. softtop, or no top at
energy efficient vehicle that definitely stingier with a Resources Agency. His calves, pigs, poultry, deer
makes a thoroughly respec- gallon of gas. It rides better, specialty is fur-bearing mam- fawns and small birds and
all. And the redesigned old big
sits lower, and likely is more mals, and he's just finished a mammals. If times get tough
six is also available - a ge- table four wheel drive rig.
appealing to those of us who study on the coyote influx into the coyote will resort to eating
nuine stump pulling torque
The Toyota, in our 'opinion.
don't glance around the room the southeastern U.S. His berries, melons, butterflies,
producer of long and good
is the toughest of the four
with a surprised expression work was done mainly in Ten- ants or corn. oCoyotes in cities
reputation.
wheel drive bunch. Maybe
when a bone pops. The in- nessee, but he said his findings prey primarily on domestic
The "jeepy-trucky" as one
because its got the very near
dependent suspension is would hold the same pets: dogs and cats.t
of the kids labeled it promptly
unbreakable bottom end of the lightweight for heavy boon- significance for
western and
Biologist Cook continued.
appears more jeep than truck
old Land Cruiser for running dock bashes but behaves central Kentucky.
"Coyotes started showing up
but boasts significant ynough gear. It is also strong but a bit
beautifully on corners and
We talked in his Nashville in Tennessee's fur harvest in
load room in the rear to heavier on appetite for
office.
climbs if driven properly.
1976. Earlier coyote research
qualify in the mini-truck gasoline when you get after it
We're not sure just how the
"We've had sporadic has shown that if an area's
category with the bed about a and frankly, it rides like a
Jeep CJ8 is going to stack up sightings of coyotes in Ten- coyote population is growing
foot shorter than the current railroad car with square
against this bunch but don't nessee and the Southeast since faster than 100% a year, that
Japanese inspired models. wheels. On one of those conoverlook the fact that the 40's," Cook began. "but area is in for trouble. We fall
Price is reported to be below crete roads like old Interstate
American Motors takes a back there have never been any into this category. One year,
that of a CJ7 and that should 65 up near Louisville you betseat to nobody in the four significant populations. For judging by the trappers' sucplace it among the cheapest of ter use epoxy glue on the false
wheel drive business, and if years, however, the coyote cess, our growth was 500% or
the minitruck class. It teeth or you'll wind up like
past experience is any guide - has expanded its natural more. I'm sure these figures
broadens the American that guy on television.
their new product will be a hit: range into all other portions of would hold true for KenMotors four wheel drive offerSkull examination is the hest way to distinguish betThe Datsun is a bit easier on Down the road a bit is a tut-- North America, from Alaska tucky."
ings into complete market the bottom
ween domestic dogs, coydogs and coyotes. The coyote
and much improv- bocharged fuel injected big six to the East Coast. It was just a
Cook said one factor in the
penetration - the only
skull (top) slopes gradually from eye to muzzle. The
ed in performance this past that will blow the doors off matter of time before it moved coyote's rapid spread is the
manufacturer thus far to ac- year, getting
coydog skull (center) has more of a break, while the
a little better most current V—'s and still into the Southeast."
large number of free-roaming
complish this.
milage by being just a -little turn out twentyfive to thirty
domestic dog (bottom) has a marked curve last forward
And that time has come. dogs in the area. Coyotes will
We have driven the Datsun less stout than the Toyota. The miles per gallon loafing down 'Cook said that coyotes are
el thititye.
mate with domestic dogs, profour wheel drive minitruck; quality of these little trucks is the highway.
moving into the region from ducing what biologists call a
(T.W.R A photo by Ikkrd Simms)
the Toyota counterpart; and astounding. Its jacked up off
HAPPY FOURWHEELING several
border
states: "coydog." The animal has the
recently the Luv with it, the ground which the younger and have a nice week.
Missouri, Arkansas, Illinois, cunning of the coyote and the coyote for every square mile "Surely there'll be some loss,
Indiana. Hunters and trappers size and stamina of a domestic in the state."
but we 'don't know to what
in Missouri now kill 20,000 canine. A pure-blooded coyote
"We've got coyotes now, degree. Coyotes have cocoyotes annually. Arkansas will weigh approximately 30 and we're gonna have them," existed with healthy wildlife
yearly coyote harvest is pounds, but coydogs weighing he said again. "Farmers may populations in other ranges."
By John Wilson 10,000. In Cook's words, Il- up to 80 pounds have been eliminate individual problem
Cook
As
talked
I
animals, but on the whole remembered an early mornfishermen. It seems like the are made by pouring hot linois "is covered up" with the documented.
Smart merchandisers stock
predator.
coyotes
are
here to stay." ing drive near my home on
I'd heard of coydogs and the
urge to get on the water hits material into a mold and
their shPites with spring
"We started getting reports fact that the cross-breeding (ipok said Kentucky has one Kentucky Lake last summer.
just about the time the allowing it ,to cool, so skill and
goods right after Christmas,
of
sightings
and
thing
-stock
going for it that Ten- As I crossed a bottom field, I
created a predator with no
weather is turning really nas- dexterity come into play only
knowing that we're already
natural fear of man. I asked nessee does not. Kentucky noticed an animal heading
ty and we anglers spend most when it's necessary-to get out damage, and last year the
tired of winter and are ready
Tennessee
Legislature asked Gary Cook if the coydog was a trapping laws permit the use toward the road behind me. I
of January and February pac- of the way of spilled hot liquid.
for warm weather.
the
Tennessee
Wildlife threat to human safety.
of leghold traps, the most ef- stopped and watched in
ing the floor, hoping for warm
That this "psychological
Molds for plastic baits are Resources Agency to take a
"As far as I know, there fective means of eradicating amazement as a large coyote
spring" precedes the actual
weather.
available at larger tackle look at the problem," Cook
have never been any confirm- problem coyotes. Tennessee sauntered across the paveAlthough some brave do stores, along with . plastic
event by several months
continued. "I've learned that ed cases of coydogs attacking statutes prohibit the use of ment some 60 yards behind
manage to fish yew -round, material and coloring
shouldn't be news to
agents. coyote populations are grow- humans," Cook
answered. leghold traps.
there are days when even the Some people like to make
my truck. He was beautiful,
"The fox hunters in Ten- but I knew his presence meant
hardiest among us are forced their own Molds, either out of ing fast, that there is cause for "I'd be more afraid of a wild
dog or pack than I would be of nessee are responsible for trouble. Coyotes are here to
to stay indoors, where plaster of parrs or from the legitimate concern over stock
outlawing leghold traps," stay, and I'm sure we'll all be
weekend fishing programs on kind of fiberglass used in auto losses. I'd say we'll have a coydog."
significant problems with
Cook talked about rapid Cook said. "It's ironic now seeing more of them in the
TV only serve to further whet body repair.
coyotes by the mid-1980's."
coyote expansion in the area. I that the coyote and the red fox future.
the appetite and increase the
The process is simple-heat
Cook described the coyote
asked him to be more specific. won't inhabit the same range.
speed of frequency of our floor the plastic material until it
as one of the most cunning and
"Well, we've run our data When the coyote comes in, the
Wildlife;
-If you know of an interesting
Environmental pacing.
turns clear, then pour it into
Health; Wildlife Ecology;
outdoor story or character,
You can always reorganize the mold, let it cool for a few efficient predators ever pro- through a computer for some red fox leaves."
the
duced
evolutionary
by
proAnd what about problems write to Wade Bourne, Rt. 2,
projections, and we think we'll
Forestry; Aquatic Ecology; your tackle box, sharpen all seconds and remove
the cess. Despite man's attempt
have 43,000 coyotes in Ten- with predation on deer and
Box 221, Gilbertsville, KY
Environmental Sciences; your hooks, put new line on finished bait. The only trick
is to control coyote populations
nessee by 1986. That's one other wildlife populations? 42044.
Recreation Administration; your reels and ga through all getting the mold
filled
Resource Conservation; Park those - welt-thumbed fishing properly-not enough
POI
and
Administration; or Jour- catalogs one more time. But you've got a poorly
shaped
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
nalism (related to con- these activities are seldon worm and too
much plastic
servation).
enough to fill all the long, cold and you've got to do
a lot of
Although there are no firm windy days of the winter.
trimming it excess plastic.
restrictions of the class level
During the last couple of
Making lead-headed jigs is
of students, the award will be years. I've turned to making
made to upperclassmen who some of its /All lures and equally simple. Heat the lead
have established a major in have found it an iinerehting and pour it into the • apComplete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
• one of the accepted fields.
and .wortImlule .way
pass propriate mold into allich .thet--. .
Those interested in applying the time: Not only does it give book has been placed ahead '
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
may write for additional infor- me something to do, but it also time. Conmiercia I molds
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storagemation and application by sen- saves 'Maley oViA: buying tlw usually Make several 'different sizes. from 1-16 ounce
ding a self-addressed, same bails ready inade.
a
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
A hard-core lure maker will jigs up to half-ounces. Or if
stamped envelope to: Sharron
Stone, Bass'n Gal Scholarship start with a piece of cedar or you can find a mold that will
Rt. 1 Hardin
502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
[1L
-1%y.641 North
Committee, P.O. Box 5, Col- balsa and an assortment ut make several of that size at'
753-6448
• •9iSre
•
$01114--"---.1004Iv
4
whittling knives and end up one pouring.
dspring Texas 77351
with an almost perfect replica
The easiest way to finish
liagt
of the hottest new bass buster
your home-made jigs is to use
on the market. But this isn't
plastic bodies, which you can
the kind of lure making l'in
mold yourself. It isn't really
talking about. For .one thing,
necessary to paint the jig
folks like me usually don't get head,
Where "Service Is Our Business
although most anglers
along well with sharp im- do.
It's also a simple process
plements and the only to
tie bucktail or marabou ..
recognizable thing we can "Tails"
on your jigs.
create by whittling is a pile of
shavings.
But the simplest-and often
But there are several kinds the most effective-method is
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
of lures you can make with on- to take a plain jib and dress it
DON McCLURf
GRAYSON McCLURI
ly a modicum of skill and with a minnow, either live or
tote 94 fast not of 44,orroy tor 2 miles rum right on 280
1011,,w 280 mom 7 nifty post Bonner s Grocery Tobe
dexterity-the molded baits. freshly dead. This adds a
Hw.641 South
t.forbtop.no Panorama'and follow blacktop to your righi
753-9131
These fall into basically two degree of allure to the jig
classes-the soft plastic lures which is impossible to match
Telephone,502-436-5483
and lead-headed jigs. Both with artificial tails.

The CJ8 Is Born
The recent deregulation of
the • remaining -controLs on
petroleum supplies is a vivid
reminder of one of the
primary big hurts in the old
wallet recently. The price of
gasoline has swept broadly
across the face of this land,
hitting at just about every one
us. regardless of our chosen
.ilk at life. Hardest hit of all
c;.ments of the automotive
. st.'elk• is the four wheeler the
untortunate owner of one of
the thirstiest of all the gas
guzzlers spawned in the past
decade by a Detroit refusing
.respond in time to the approaching dawn of a new age.
Times are changing and we
are beginning finally to see
some touch needed changes in
the four wheel drives. Predictably. the hottest spot of the
four wheel drive market right
now is the gas miser crowd of
''small but mighty" rigs. We
note with some sadness that
here, too, it is the overseas
crowd that had to first show
the was
. The mini-pickup. Prime example the Dotson. Now
available in four wheel drive.
Also Toyota. I.uv. And finally,
some honest to goodness
American competition. This
about to be unveiled sometime
this February. Jeep. The CJ 8
is born - a rather clever example of good old American in4erniity that uses pretty much
existing and proven parts and
puts four wheel drive well into
the twenty mite per gallon ter_Mori. In short a Jeep based
pickup on about a hundred inch wheelbase with a five foot
box in the back. It is so simple
that the only real wonder is
why they didn't do this a couple years before now: With the
Iron Horse four cylinder and
the smooth four in the floor

Alkik ett.,4
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Kentucky Afield

Bass'N Gal Offers
Scholarship Awards
Bass-n Gal, a national
fishing organization aimed at
reaching the millions of
women who fish or who would
like to learn to fish ) has
established a scholarship
awards program for women
who are seeking a degree in an
outdoor related field of study.
An academic yearly award
of $250 will be made to one
recipient from applications
submitted by April 1st of the
year for which the scholarship
is sought. . . .
The awards program is open
to full-time students who have
a good scholastic record and
who show leadership abilities
and potential for completing a
degree in one of the-following
fields of study. Outdoor
Education; Fisheries and

, Cain's, AMC,Jeelil

Kenlake Marina
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appy Holiday Travel,Inc

900 Sycamore
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Your U-Haul Headquarters

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00,p.m.
Hwy. Will So,
411111111111Y

Phone 753-8322
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SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open'

Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri.-Sat. 9-9
Sunda 1-6

Darnell Marine Sales
Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East
NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS- MOTORS-AC CESSOR IES-MAR INI SUPPL IES

Home Improvement
z
i Quality Workmanship and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms

v

',We cover not only siding
overhangs.'

Rt S Bow 7059

but windows, door casings &

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

Murray
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RESEARCH DISCLOSES

adavrtinenient

Statistics gathered by the
Life Insurance Fact Rook",
• recognized authority on
legal r
lee life insurance
companies, reve•Is that
Americans as • whole are
woefully underinsured This
alarming situation is rapidly
worsening because of the
present deteriorating effects

of ravaging inflation upon the
value of our U S currency
Due to manv reasons •
among them -- procrastination
age
health
many persons have absolutely no life insurance or have
so little, because of present
day inflation, it has lost much
of its protective power

This situation can have a
severe six al impact on family
lilt It is especially important
when older parents have Absolutely no life insurance
When they die, along with the
grief, comes the added burden
of funeral and burial expenses Hankers Fidelity Lill!

Insurance Company has now
created a policy designed es
pecially for this circumstance
It is the GL'ARANTEED ISSUE 40 ihru 80 LIFE PLAN
This unique plan allows
thousands of persons between
40 and 80
,years of age to get
life insurance No physical es-

1111406

The effectiveness of struc- Two types
ture or cover in a body of brush and rubber tires,
water to attract fish has long were tested and these
been known. Artificial salt were compared to open water\
water reefs made from old and small control plots. The
automobile bodies have been results showed that areas with
common for years, and it is a brush attractors contained apcommon practice for fisheries proximately ten times more
workers to provide cover for fish then open water, while,
small fish.
tire attractors contained three
Normally, a body of fresh times more fish than open)
water would have adequate water.
natural cover, but some of the The study concentrated on
large man-made impound- four species of fish: Channel\
ments such as Lake Barkley cat, bluegill, largemouth bass
and Kentucky Lake were not and white crappie. The results
left with very much cover showed that brush attractors
when they were formed. Much were extremely effective in
of the cover present at forma- concentrating all four species.
tion has...deteriorated now due The attractor areas also proto either passage of time or duced larger fish than open
severe winter weather.
waters.
To remedy this situation, As a result of the study.
TVA and the Kentucky brush attractors were chosen
Department of Fish and for placement in Kentucky
Wildlife Resources have em- and Barkley. The attractors
barked on a five year program are made by strapping saplto create artificial cover or ings to concrete blocks. Each
fish attractors in the two big attractor covers an area of
western Kentucky lakes.
about 30 ft. and they are placThe program actually ed about 10-15 ft. apart.
Alined back with the Crooked
So far, around Kentucky
Creek Rotenone study on Lake Lake. McLemore's crew has
Barkley. In this study two placed 37 attractors in two
types of fish attractors were sites on Blood River,50 attracplaced in Crooked Creek, a tors in one site in Ledbetter
small embayment of approx- Creek, 50 attractors in two
imately 200 acres. The Creek sites on Big Ben Creek and 46
was isolated from the main attractors in 3 sites around
body of the lake by nets. After Ken Dam Village Marina. The
a period of time the attractor exteriors of each site are idenareas themselves were sur- tifiable with floating bouys or
rounded by nets and the whole signs marked with the internaembayment was treated with tional fishing symbol Ia hook
Rotenone to erradicate the hanging in front of a fish.
fish population. Bill
On popular creeks in Lake
McLemore, District Biologist, Barkley, 21 attractors have
Fish and Wildlife, explained been placed in a site acroTs
what happened next, "We not from Leisure Cruise Marina
only had a chance to evaluate and 18 are installed along old
the effectiveness of artificial Highway 62 in 3 small sites.
attractors, but also which at- These are accessable for dock
tractor was most effective." or bank fishing.
According to McLernore,
"It's our intention to get into
the fish attractor business in a
large way and the end results
should be to offer the not-soexpert fisherman a series of
places where he should have a
very good chance of fishing
some action."
TULSA, OK. — New pro- Lots of the private resort
ducts and a wealth of informa- and marina owners along both
tion on sport fishing sonar and Ken Lake and Barkley have
related equipment are offered installed small attractor sites
in the -1981 catalog of for their guests. Also, TVA
recently installed a series of
Lowrance Electronics, Inc.
Featured items include a small attractor sites in covers
new deep-water graph, a on the eastern shore of Ken
fourth model in the firm's Lake. A State released pampopular in-dash flasher line, phlet will be available in the
an economical flasher unit in spring showing locations of
both gimble and portable the attractor sites.
mounts,and a power back unit Programs such as this
which allows easy conversion should insure a good fishing
of permanent-mount units to future for Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley.
portable.
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tite insurance at a very rea
son,ble cost and hate that
warm feeling that aou won't
he an added burden on ioiur
family when the time comes
If you are interested in the
protection, send in the N., Ob
ligation Coupon in the acher
tisement below for full di-tall,

am,
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YOU CAN'T BE TURNED DOWN!

HERE'S MORE EXCITING
ATTZWS FOR YOU

Al! you do is moil us the coupon below, and we'll send you free descriptive literature about this easy-to-get mail order insurance plan
Send for this free information today. Don't be left out!

Now Is The Opportune Time....

READ ON ... HERE'S HOW WE CAN DO IT!

for you to take advantage of this mail order life insurance opportunity. We are proud of the guaranteed benefits of this unique insurance plan. Here are
some examples:
* Guaranteed increasing death benefit formula, providing
an additional cash accumulation at the annual rate of
10% compounded daily, for non-accidental death during the preliminary benefit period.

The key to issuing this insurance without physical examination or any
health requirements whatsoever is the use in the policy of a preliminary
"Estate Accumulating Period" (three years if you are under 65 and two
, years if you are 65 or over). During this period the gUaranteed death
benefit for non-accidental death is a continuously increasing amount
equal to all the cash premiums you have paid PLUS an additional cash
accumulation at the annual rate of 10°0 compounded daily.

* Guaranteed Ultimate Face Amount of Insurance is the
accidental death benefit from the very first day your
policy is in effect .
. protecting your estate against a
catastrophe from accidental death.

During this important preliminary period . . regardless of your age
. . . the accidental death benefit is the full cash amount set
out in your
policy as the Guaranteed Ultimate Face Amount of Insurance.

* Our direct-to-you mail order low cost.
* Our no-risk, 30-day money-back guarantee permits you
to examine your policy and make up your mind in the
privacy of your home.
* It's GUARANTEED ISSUE ... . all people ages 40 thru 80
can easily acquire this insurance through the mail without red tape.
***trtr*
ADDITIONAL LIFETIME GUARANTEES

From the very first day during the preliminary "Estate Accumulat
ing
Period" your policy's benefits are building into full permanent life insurance, and when your specific preliminary period has been fulfilled,
then the death benefit for death from any cause whatsoever is
the
Guaranteed Ultimate Face Amount of permanent life insurance set out
in your policy. The policy's cash values also accumulate as is customary
with standard ordinary life insurance plans, for you to use as o reserve
fund if needed.
Your mind will be at ease in knowing you will have an improved
final
estate to prevent loved ones being burdened with heavy bills.

The cost is only $9.95 a month for all ages. The amount of coverage
you receive is based on your sex and present age. Your low
monthly premium can never be increased . . . your guaranteed
benefits can never be reduced.

Why Should I Consider This Plan Now?
You are probably underinsured now, and every day spiraling
inflation and
snowballing costs are dangerously eroding the buying power
of your
insurance and your cash savings. This easy-to-get GUARANTEED
ISSUE
life insurance supplement will give you added security and
confidence •
regarding your future.

We cannot cancel your policy for any reason. You own your policy
and only you control the destiny of this fine coverage.

SOUND TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?

WHY WAIT,

until spring to got your boat
nod ..her In sloop'? (*vetted Barb Strinio, former
mor•les aoanapor of Mock & Mack, yrovr isortleoritorl
Mercury & Nortruisor Servk• I)••lizr

It really isn't. By enrolling large numbers of persons at the same time
through this mass
mail order sales method our administrative costs are cut to
the bone, and the savings
realized enable us to offer you these comprehensive insurance
benefits at low monthly
rates. We hope this ad will encourage you to fill in the coupon
on this page. There is no
obligation to you, because this ad is not an offer to contract. By mailing
the coupon you
will receive full descriptive literature through the mail. including
our 30 day moneyback offer, and you will see how you can ecamine this plan in
the privacy of your
home without risk,

DEADLINE
To mail your coupon for information

Midnight February 21, 1981

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc
106 East 12th Street
Benton, Kentucky 42025

Located at lct U S 688 8001 the west end of Aurora Ky

Haar:: Man.-Sal.8 a.m.4 p.m.
Sun. 14 p.m.
Airrors.K y

502474-221M
,ff
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Morgan, Trevathan
& Gunn,Inc.

DON'!
DELAY
THIS
OFFER
MUST BE
LIMITED

106 East 12th Street
Benton, Kentucky 42025
(502)527-3212

I

I ow interested in the GUARANTEED ISSUE 40 80 LIFE PLAN with the
money back guarantee Please send me full informotioniond on
application I understand that no salesman will visit me and i will not
be obligated in any way.
Norse
(Please Print)
Age

UNDER
AGE 40?

Address
City
State

Zip

Banneis fidelity
also has a
GUARANTEEU
ISSUE LIFE PLAN
des.ened rs.'h you
rl mind If you are at
least 20 years old vend'
your free information tod

legally licensed to offer this insurance iPel.cv form Seriev1AM-17001 in 14•411.cky

THIS PLAN IS UNDERWRITTEN BY BANKERS FIDELITY LIFE INSURAN
CE COMPANY, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
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EXCLUSIVELY FOR PERSONS AGES 40THRU80

Also included in the 24-page
booklet is full information on
water temperature gauges,
and sonar accessory items
which compliment more than
25 "fish finder" and navigational aid instruments produced by the company, which
pioneered sport fishing sonar
more than 24 years ago.
For a free copy of the
catalog, contact I,owrance
Electronics, Inc., Dept. 81,
12000 E. Skelly Drive, Tulsa,
OK. 74128.
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Absolutely NO Health
Questions Asked!

Required!

'81 Catalog
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ammation 12.. required and no
health questions Are asked
You ran not he turned down if
you're between 40 and WI No
longer do you worry about not
hating life insurance because
uf Age or health under this
easily as ailable pub.'s
Now you can hate your own

HERE'S AN EXCITING
LIFE INSURANCE OFFER

New Lowrance

Available

Advertisement

Millions Underinsuredor Totally Without Life Insurance...
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Score Not To Be Confused With NBA Game

Lakers Bury Farmington, 109-57

By STEVE BECKER
turnovers and we hate tound I Ake'
racked up 23
With I alter anus waving in
Sports Writer
the leadership that We ha% e aSsiSts :Wine oh the passes
•
their faces all night, the Far109-57
iteetk11...
coming straight out 01 the nuitgton players could
tut just
Last night's score between
That leadership has Wilk' ill II arlem Globetrotters' book of
25 of their 57 floor shots for 43
Depaul and Slippery Ruck the form of guard Dan Key.
pert-int.
State College.'
The junior backcourt leader
We hi.it'e Started to imGarrison led .111 scorers for
The usual Fridin night NBA
has sacrificed lus potent scor- prove our passing a great
Calloway with 21 points.
romp''
ing punch in the past few deal." Nute said. "KVeryone
I Awett and Darnell added 20
Wrong both tunes.
games. Concentra ling iiestead has begun to look for the open
and 16 respectively and Key
The Calloway
County on setting up his teammates
The difference 'Wm is chipped in with In as
the
takers play eel perhaps the for easy lay ups.
that tse are starting to hit him. I.akers unproved
to 5-11 011 the
titost petted hionecommg
Key did that job well against
.Volien you have got a hut of year.
game that records have evee the Wildcats. Besides !wising assists, and y ou are making
a
Calloway travels to Fulton
been shown tor on a Frolay
in 10 points. Key passed all for hit of la ups. it sure
does l'ourity tonight for a makeup
night, hitting 68 percent of its a team-high eight assists. make your
shooting pereen- gaine.
field goals on the way to bun - Most of his passes led directly loge look good."
callosay C.d.') iitte - Danko
tog Farmington by a 52-poun to Laker layups.
Krali 1.oell 8 4-5 AI. Jett tiarrisoo
Despite Nute's early clearmargin.
'•Dan has assumed noire ot ing of the bench, the Lakers a 0. Brad 34.1k-i i 4-••. lir)asi ley
belt:, wi 4. Craig
7
"It was a complete team ef- a leadership position for us." continued
4.4.28. Marty Met'undon
to pile up the points. Jim
fort," Calloway head coach Nute said. His floor game
4, Jell Ittatterworth 7 041 4. Don
is Garrison hit nine 1110re points
ilarta ot.• I 4401. Ibirrwil litarpl.• .1
u.
Chic Nute said."Every player looking good and his passuig m the third
quarter and Marty FiArr. Albritton: 2-26 44417-2.1 109.
on our team had an has really improved."
Farmington 074 - Hasty Pigg 8 3,5
McCuiston hit three outside
outstanding game. Th,
Calloway- broke out of the shots help Calloway to an 85-44 11. Stacey Snuth 1-1 it. Al Colic) Si-3
11: Todd Sanath 1 2-2 4; Jell Riley 3406.
Paducah Tilghman game gate in full stride and never lead going
into the final Shaun Derruatton 3 0-1 4. Ronnie Culgave us a lot of confidence. looked back, scoring 27 first quarterJ
0 0-2. ii01.101,
)Nance I MI 2, 'Inn
Adkins...111040, Mark Creason 0-00 2.
'rhe kids have begun to believe quarter points on the way to a
Reaching the century-mark 7-15 57.
in themselves.''
27-18 lead at tlie first stop.
with over two minutes left in Calloway County '27 31 '27 24-- 109
The Lakers have now strung
18 10
1.1
Keith Lovett and Jeff Gar- the contest, the Lakers finish- Farmington
together three fine perfor- rison fired in eight points ed the game by hitting
The Laker junior varsity
11 of 19
mances, losing two games to apiece in the first quarter and froathe floor as the Calloway started the sweep last night,
area powers Tilgtunan and Key added six ati'llr takers substitutes were
as hot as the crushing Farmington,51-29.
Henry County . before taking ran off to their runo-point lead. first-liners. ,
Calloway jumped off to an
out their frustation on FarmThose hanging around to
We didn't want to run the early 22-9 lead and was never
ington.
wait for Calloway to cool off score up on anybody," Note headed. The win evened the
A measure of the Calloway were soon disappointed. 'The said. "We played everybod
Laker record at 7-7 for the
y.
improveilient can be made by Lakers poured in 12 of 17 shots We just couldn't
year.
miss."
considering the outcome of the in the second period, including
Darnell Tharpe, Rob AnderThe Lakers used a man-tofirst game between the two 12from Craig Darnell, to vault man offense to
force Farm- son and Bryan Tebbetts evenrivals this season.
themselves into a 38-28 ington into 19 turnovers for the ly divided 30 points to lead the
In that first one, the I.akers halftime bulge.
game. Time Ater time, the Laker scoring punch.
(allows) County 4511 - Jeff Butterhit a basketful of free throws
-Farmington is not as poor Wildcats were forced into takworth 3 1-2 7: Hob Anderson 5 0-0 10.
down the stretch to claim an a team as they showed ing bad shots
because of the Barry Albritton 30-0 6;
Tharpe
84-66 triumph.
2-4 10: Don Hargrove 1 0-0 2; Bryan Tebtonight,'' Nute said. 'Sonic sticky Calloway defense.
betts 5 0-0 10; Monis Ray 0 0-0 0: Todd
"We have come a long way nights everything goes right
"We played solid defense." Albritton 0 0-0 0; Mark Duncan 1 41.0 2
since the first part of the for a team. We had one of Nute say."We
played a man- Chris Sheridan 1 2-2 4. 23 5451
season." Nute said. The kids those nights tonight."
Farmingtaii us - Coleman 2 0-1.1 4.
to-man in the first half and the Sartre
20-04. Creason 1 '0.24.Adlonson 2
have begun to believe that
The most impressive part of kids really got afler them.. We 1-5 5:Derruigto
CRAIG DARNELL (15) puts up a left-handed shot from
n 2 0-1 4. Darnell 1 0-02
they can play with anybody.
the Calloway game was the forced them to take shotsfrom H Small 0-02:12 5-10 29.
just in front of the basket on his way to 16 points in
Callowa)
CoOnlly
18
hi
15
8
.0
"We have cut down On our good passing displayed by the farther out than they
wanted." Farm ngton
Calloway County's 109-57 romp over Farmington.
'4 1. 7 7

MSU,Eastern After More Consistenc

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Murray State and Eastern
Kentucky will shoot it out
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Racer
Arena, and, once again, the
Colonels are entering the
game with a win extremely
vital to their tournament
chances.
Eastern's current Ohio
Valley Conference record is 54, compared to the Racers' 7-2.
And, even with its leading rebounder, Dwayne Smith,
suspended from the team,
EKU coach Ed Byhre has a

team that is willing to keep
looking for another way to win
as it did in beating MSU
earlier this year, 85-76.
"Our guys are willing to
stick with each other," Byhre
said about playing without
Smith, who had been averaging 8.9 rebounds,second in the
conference. 'This was a very
time of the year for us to have
to do this.
Byhre has his aces in the
hole, however. Guards Bruce
Jones and Tommy Baker are
first and second in the OVC in
assists at 6.8 and 6.0 a game,

respectively, • while Baker is said."They posted up well.
All
averaging 17.0 points a game.
we can do is try to improve our
"I am always very confident position defensively. We
will
any time our guards take the have to play harder and a
little
floor," Byhre said about more intelligently on
defense..
possibly having to rely on
"They played very well
them more. "I know Murray
has two fine guards in Lamont against us the first time. That
game game showed how
Sleets and Brian Stewart."
Even without Smith, MSU capable they are. They have
coach Ron Greene knows his very powerful, explosive
team will have to be more ef- team. They are better overall
fective inside to turn around in many areas than Memphis
the nine-point difference it State.
faced at Eastern.
"They certainly have an
"In the last game,they real- edge in experience with
their
ly hurt us inside," Greene guards, having two
seniors to

a sophomore and a
freshman,"
Most of all, a more consistent game is what Murray
needs to have any assurance
to keep their winning streak at
home intact. ,
The last two times these
teams met in Richmond, each
one streak to a big early lead
before the other,came storming back to reverse the outcome.
"It has gotten to be an odd
thing," Byhre said about the
comebacks. "Two years ago,
we got ahead 18-4 and they

Senior Guard Grew Up Near Stokely Athletic Center

beat us. This year, it was the
exact opposite.
"I think this game will be
played on a more consistent
basis. We know Murray has
played very well at home.
"This will be a game of five
against five. I do not think it
will come down to any personal duals," Greene agreed with Byhre,
from his perspective.
"It is going to take 40
minutes of intense play for us
on both ends of the court,"
Greene said. -We cannot have
any breakdowns."
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JEFF GARRISON (33) goes up inside for two
of his team leading 21 points. Garrison scored eight of his points
in
the first quarter.

Four Individuals,
Mile Relay Team
Qualify At IU Meet
In the first night of the Indiana Invitational indoor meet
in Bloomington, Ind., four
Murray State individuals and
the mile relay team qualified
for today's finals.
Also, Elvis Forde qualified
for the NCAA meet by
finishing second in the 440yard dash in a time of 48.14.
He is the first member of the
MSU team to qualify for the
NCAA this year.
Those who qualified for the
finals were Jerry Odlin. who

was second in his mile heat in
a time of 4:16.16; Barry
Atwell, who was third in his
1000-yard heat in a time of
2:13.69; Eddie Wedderburn,
who won his heat at the same
distance in 2:13.47; and Tony
Smith, who was second in the
600-yard run in a time of
1:11.02.
The members of the MSU
miley relay team who
qualified are Alfred Brown,
Tony Smith; Everton Connelius and Forde.

The Human
Element-

Few Appreciate UK-UT Rivalry As Much As Gettelfinger

, By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Few people can appreciate the
Kentucky-Tennessee basketball rivalry like Chris Gettelfinger. He has been on both
sides of this traditional border
war.
Gettelfinger, a senior guard,
wears the blue and white of
Kentucky. But he grew up a
couple of miles from Tennessee's Stokely'
. Athletics
Center, where the sixthranked Wildcats and 10thranked Volunteers clash
tonight.
Consequently, Gettelfinger
gets booed by the crowd in his
hometown even though he sees
little playing time - just 68
minutes in nearly four varsity
seasons.
"Tennessee fans have a lot
of respect for our team. That's
thy they boo," Gettelfinger
said in an interview. "They
don't have any disrespect for
me as an individual and it
doesn't bother me if they boo
or not
It was suggested to Gettelfinger that the Wildcats' chief
rival in recent years has been
Louisiana State and that Kentucky players reared in other
states have no innate sense of
See or Coil
Ed West

At Porker Ford
s

0

New or Used
Cars or Trucks
"Vosi'll No
Dollars A himil
If Tow
"sof NMIId"
Office 733-3273
Nemo 733-3061

rivalry with the Volunteers.
Not so, Gettelfinger said.

"There has been a rivalry
between us and LSU, but I
think THE rivalry is still with
Tennessee," he said.
"There are certain times
you can walk into an arena
and feel the difference in the
atmosphere. In the Tennessee
game, you can feel the difference. The noise level is different. The anticipation is dif-

ferent. ... That motivates
them out-of-staters more
and gets the adrenalin flowing."
Gettelfinger is not the only
Kentucky player who defected
from Big Orange country.
Sophomore guard-forward
Derrick Hord was recruited
by Vols Coach Don DeVoe as a
high school star in Bristol,
Tenn. Accordingly, Hord's appearance in Knoxville last
year met with a hearty chorus

of Bronx cbeers.
"I sort of expected it." Hord
said. "I didn't react well to it.
I didn't play very well, but I
had a feeling it would be coming."
How important is the rivalry
to Hord"
"You always think about
Tennessee being one of the
games we get extra psyched
up for," he said. "And me being from there, it has a little
extra incentive, I guess."

Why Should He Spoil A Good Thing?

On the subject of incentive, a 200th
win," Hall said. "Both
Joe Hall is looking for his 200th teams
need the game
victory as the Kentucky
desperately and I expect them
coach. Now in his ninth to
play like it."
season, Hall's record at KenKentucky enters the game
tucky is 199-63. His career with
records of 16-3 overall
record is 277-119.
and 9-2 in the Southeastern
Hall's teams averaged 22.9 Conference - two games
victories in his first eight behind SEC leader LSU. Tenseasons, but his only victory at nessee, smarting from a 19point whipping at Mississippi
Knoxville was in 1978.
Wednesday night, is 15-4
"It's hard- to think of the
overall. The Vols are third in
games in terms of going after
the SEC at 7-4.

Temptation For Haskins Is To Start White
By MICHAEL EMBRY
By The Associated Press
The temptation to start Percy White is there for Western
Kentucky Coach Clem
Haskins. But why spoil a good
thing^
The 6-foot-6 sophomore forward came off the bench
Thursday night to score 23
points and grab a team-high
eight rebounds in leading the
Hilltoppers to an 83-61 victory
over Akron.
"Percy's playing well

enough to start, but we're going to stay with our winning
combination," said Haskins
after the Hilltoppers improved
their record to a pace-setting
8-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference and 14-5 in all games.
Last week White scored a
career-high 25 points in an 8480 decision over Eastern Kentucky and had 19 points and
eight rebounds in a 77-65 win
over Morehead State,
Western Kentucky has the
chance to maintain its OVC

lead when it entertains
Murray State stayed on the
lastplace Tennessee Tech heels of
the Hilltoppers by
tonight. In other conference edging
Morehead State 65-56
action today Akron visits Mid- on Thursday
. The Racers are'
dle Tennessee, Morehead 7-2 in the OVC
and 12-7 overall.
State travels to Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee moved inand Eastern Kentucky goes to to third place with
a surprisMurray State.
ingly difficult 53-50 win
With berths in the OVC's Thursday over Tennesse
e
post-season tournament at Tech. The Blue
Raiders are 6-4
stake for the top four teams in in the league
and 14-5 in all
the final standings, only games.
Western Kentucky and MurEastern Kentucky slipped to
ray State appear to have spot fourth
at 5-4 after falling 54-51
secured.
on Thursday to Austin Peay.

The Colonels are 8-12 in all
games.
The victory over Eastern
Kentucky kept the Governors
in the running for a tourney
spot. Austin Peay, which is 129 in all games, holds a a firm
grip on fifth place with a 5-5
mark.
Akron at 3-6 in the league
and Morehead State at 3-7 still
carry faint hopes for making
the final four. Tennessee Tech
is out of the tourney picture
with a 1-9 record.

Crum More Confident About Taking Cards On Road

By The Associated Press
mg forward to the challenge
Louisville Coach Deinny. and hope we play well."
Crurn is a bit more confident
The CardinaLs, who lead the
about taking his Cardinals on Metro Conference with
a 6-1
the road after completing a mark, have won nine of their
five-game sweep at home.
last 10 games. The most re"It's always a worry to go cent was an 85-58 decision over
on the road because it's Tulane on Wednesday night.
tcugher to win.- said Crum
The defending NCAA chamwho sends his team against pions got off to dismal
start
Florida State today in this season, winning only two
Tallahl.sse. "But we're look- of their first nine games. But

Crum credits the timenaround had
earlier this season,"
to hard work.
Crum said. "We seem to be
"They've worked hard," more
loose and relaxed.
said Crum of his Cardinals.
"Our shooting is getting bet-They've never quit or given ter.
When the -ball goes in,
up and I think the results are
everything else you do looks
showing up now,"
good. When we don't shoot
He aLso believes improved well, then
we get tentative and
shooting has contributed to the
start to make mistakes."
overall improvement in play.
The Cardinals rolled past
"'This certainly is a much
the Florida State 98-78 three
different team than the one we
weeks ago. The Seminoles won

the board battle 48-44, but shot
only 36.9 percent from the
field in that loss,
'Florida State, third in the
Metro with a 4-3 mark, is 11-7
in all gapes. The Seminoles
were nipped 72-71 by St. Louis
Louisville continues its road
trip with stops at Virginia
Tech and Marquette bebre
returning home on Feb. 16 to
host Memphis State.
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it makes
a difference
in power bills
A lot of company? You cook more; you burn more
lights; you use more hot water. You're using more electricity.
A new baby in the house? You're probably keeping
your home warmer than before; you're using the washer
and dryer more. You're using more electricity.
In short, more people in a house usually means more
electricity used, and the individual habits of each person
also makes a difference. Opening and closing outside
doors. Taking long showers or letting hot water flood
down the drain while shaving. Forgetting to turn off lights
and appliances.
All Of this adds up. It's called the human element. And
it does make a big difference in power bills.
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McLean County Edged In Final Minutes, 72-68

Tigers Win First Half Of Trip
By KEN WALKER

Robin Roberts, took charge of
the game. Crittenden hit a
pull-up jump shot to tie the

Sports Writer
LIVEMORE, Ky. - In the
National Basketball Associa-

26 seconds later, Roberts
popped in a field goal from the

trailed again, as they brought
their season record toll-6.
That go-ahead bucket by.

Valley" ( Morehead

State and Eastern Kentucky )
can put lumps in the throat of
In high school basketball,
there's nothing that quite com -

reasonable facsimile: a twogames-in-two-nights jaunt to

one %vivid ever want to see a
high school center launch,
Roberts was.hitting.

McLean County and Henderson County in northern Ken-

-Robin played .a real fine
game," Miller said. "We were

tucky.

able to get the ball into him,
and he came through. Their

They struggled in doing so,
but the Tigers were able to

center got into some foul trou-

survive the first leg of this
two-game suicide
mission,

ble, and that helped us with
our rebounding."

downing the McLean County.
Cougars,72-68, last night.

Roberts led everybody with
25 points for the game, outdueling
Mclean
County's

"After the long bus ride and
everything, this game was a
real shot in the arm for us," a

husky, 6-foot-4, 230-pound
center, Mark Turner, who led
the Cougars with 18, but who

Cary

Miller said of the victory."We
beat a good ball club."

played through most of the
final period with four fouls.

It took some doing to beat
that "good ball club." After
leading for most of the game,

ficulties,

Murray

fourth

quarter

almost

caught

found

in

Despite the late foul difTurner
was the

leader of

themselves

behind, 56-54, with 527 left to
play.
That was when two of the
Tigers' senior leaders, guard
Howie Crittenden and center

found himself all alone in the
Tigers'frontcourt.

jump shots, turnaround shots,
bank shots, power layups and
spinning layups. Every shot

pares to these road trip
phenomena. But, the Murray
Tigers seem to have found a

coach

At that point, Roberts came
to the rescue again. As Searcy
was hutting his layup, Roberts
,
who had been late in coming
down the floor defensively,

Roberts was just part of a 13point fourth-quarter explosion
by the 6-foot-4 blond. He hit

any visiting coach.

Tiger

layup by the Cougars' Chris
Searcy knotted the count at 6666 with just 44 seconds left.

left corner, giving Murray a
58-56 lead. The Tigers never

In the Ohio Valley Conference, a weekend journey to

relieved

A juniper from the foul luie
by Turner cut the Murray
margin to two, 66-64, with 1:02
left in the game, and a driving

game at 56-56.

tion, a West Coast trip is the
most dreaded part of the
season for most teams.

"Death

nutted several turnovers.

scored

10

McLean

County's

rally

Opt

Murray:',,Pe
points down the

stretch, as Murray, which had
led by as many as eight points
late in the third period, corn-

When he got the ball on a
pass, he was immediately fouled from behind

fullcourt

by the Cougars' Stan Tucker,
who just wanted to prevent
an
easy layup by Roberts.
The officials ruled the play
an intentional foul, allowing
Roberts to shoot two free
throws. He hit the first, giving'
MHS a 67-66 lead. When he
missed the second, Murray
got a big break when McLean
County fumbled the ball outof-bounds in the battle for the
rebound.
In the last 28 seconds, Crittenden, Todd Bradshaw and
Gary Sims all hit crucial free

while, when we made sonic
mistakes and threw the ball
away a couple of times. But
when it came right down to it,
we shot our free throws very
well and we were bloclung off
very well on the defensive
boards.
"There at the end,they were
only able to get one shot each
time down the floor."
Murray had four players in
double figures: Roberts with
25, Sims with 16, Crittenden
with 14 and Jimmy West with
10. The Cougars, who dropped
to 9-8, got 18 points from
Turner, and

"We had the lead, so we were
working for the layups and the
fouls.
"It didn't work too well for a

OF

each

from

Searcy and Jeff Phillips.
Tonight, the Tigers invade
Henderson

County, a

team
that Miller called "loaded."

1SU

as

well

the

as

did

we

wn,

A layup by Murray's Ronnie
Pace with four seconds left
before Girvin pulled it out for

By ALEX SACRA EU:

AP Sports Writer
Adrian Dantley of the Utah
Jazz put on a show, but
Denver

Coach

Doug

Moe

didn't mind - the Nuggets'
Dan Issel was putting on a
clinic.

player

this

on 24 of 36 field goal attempts

and seven of eight free throw
tries to surpass his previous
career high of -51 points and
the NBA season-high of 52
set
by Indiana's Billy Knight.
Denver led 113-101 with 4:37
to play but Utah rallied with a
13-1 spurt, Jeff Judkins capping it with a three-point goal
with 13 seconds left that pulled
the Jazz within two at 116-114.
Issel, who grabbed a

But

game-high 16 rebounds, was
fouled one second later and
made two free throws to clinch
the victory.
In

other games, the Los
Angeles Lakers defeated the
Detroit Pistons 111-102, the
Philadelphia 76ers clobbered
the San Diego Clippers 129-113,
the Boston Celtics beat the Indiana
Pacers
111-98, the
Milwaukee

Bucks

trimmed
the Cleveland Cavaliers 103-99
and the San Antonio Spurs
breezed

past

the

Portland

Trail Blazers 122-96.
Also.

the

Phoenix

Suns
downed the Houston Rockets
112-99, the Atlanta Hawks edged the Dallas Mavericks 10098, the New York Knicks beat
the Chicago Bulls 112-94, the
Washington Bullets defeated

the Golden State Warriors 116110 and the Kansas City Kings
topped

the

Seattle

Super-

Sonics 102-92.
The New Jersey Nets were
the only NBA team to have the
night off.
Lakers Ill, Pistons 102
Jamaal Wilkes' basket closing out the first period put Los
Angeles ahead 27-26 and the
Lakers never trailed, although
they led by jii.st 102-98 with
2:15 to go before pulling away'
to their seventh straight win.
Kareem Abdul-Jabber scored
25 points, Wilkes had 21 and
Jim Chones, playing his 500th
straight NBA game, had 19 for
Los Angeles.

Bird, who has been hampered
by a bruised thigh but scored
31 points after being held to an
average of just 12.7 in the

Erving

scored 31'
points for the 76ers, who
outscored the Clippers 47-15
from the foul line and breezed
to

their

20th

consecutive

homecourt

victory.
Philadelphia's record at the
Spectrum is 26-2, the best
home mark in the NBA, and
its overall record is also a
league-best 47-10.
Celtics 111, Pacers 98
Boston broke its three-game
losing streak behind Larry

of threepoint goals and a layup
as the
Celtics reeled off 11
straight
points to go in front 19-10
midway through the first
period.
He also scored 15 points
in the
third quarter when
Boston
stretched its margin to a
commanding 91-72.

Bucks 103, Cavaliers 99
Sidney Moncrief scored 14 of
his 21 points in the second half
as Milwaukee rallied from a
15-point third-quarter deficit

i‘
t`.

BERKELEY, Calu.'API When both Steve Johnson and
Ray Blume are on target,
Oregon State can be a fearsome basketball team. Just
ask the California Bears, who
found themselves outgunned
in a 69-54 loss to the secondranked Beavers.
"They have all the ingredients of a great team. I'd say
national crown," Cal Coach
Kuchen
said
after
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106 Wein, III. Detnit 102
Philadelphia 139, San Diego 113
Atlanta 103. Dallas 98
San Antonio 122 Portland 96
New York 112. thimitto 94
Denver 130, t3aS 16
Ilmenix 112, Houston 99
Waduryttan 116, Golden State HO
.Karam (Sty 102, Seattle 92
fintirday's Games
(leveland at Intern
New Jersey at New York
Dona Onato
Atlanta at Heston
Utah at Smear
Golden State at Denver
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Suns 112, Rockets 99
Phoenix outscored Houston
12-4 in the final 2:46 to pull
away and raise its home-court
record to 25-3. Len "Truck"
Robinson led the Suns with 19
points and Dennis Johnson
scored 17, including nine in the
final period.

nation's ranked teams, No. 7
Utah beat Air Force 48-46, No,
11 North Carolina stopped St.
Joseph's, Pa., 87-64, No. 12
UCLA whipped Southern Cal
and No. 16 Brigham

76-62

Young turned back NevadaLas Vegas 86-77.
Johnson. the ' Beavers' 6loon° center, had seven points
in a 13-2 run at the start of the
second half that gave Oregon
State a 15-point lead. Then
Blume took control from his
guard position, finishing with
18 points in the second half and

season record to 18-0.

26 for the game as Oregon
State improved its Pacific-10
record to 10-0.

In other games involving the

Suit 6-3.4.7;6-3 and I edie Allen surprisJenkins. who was convicted of cocaine
ed sixth-seed Mima Jausovec of
possession last December, will not be
suspended by baseball, Commissioner
N'itgoslavia 4.3, 6-2 to advance to the
Bowie Kuhn announced But the Texas
semifinaLs of a 1125,000 Avon women's
tennis tournament
Rangers' pitcher agreed to give his
,
Meanwhile.top seed Hana Mandidiova
financial and verbal support to several
of Czechoslovakia downed Claudia
drug education and prevention proKohde of West Germany 6.3. 3-6, 6-2 and
grams
thirdseeded earn Shriver beat Bettina
Jenkins was charged Aug M, 1980 with
Bunge 6-4. 6-2
possession of cocaine after four grams
were found in his luggage at Toronto InGOLF
SAN DIEGO t AP;- Ray Floyd fired a
ternational Airport He was convicted in
an Ontario provincial court Dec 18, bid
6-under-par 66 and Cesar Sanudo shot a
3-under 69 to tie for the lead at 136 after
drew an absolute discharge, which
meant no fine. no jail term and no record
the second round of the 9250,000 Wickesof the conviction ibas recorded
Andy Williams San Diego Open
One shot off the lead at 137 were
ICE MICATNG
SAS DIEGO AP; - Fifteenyear-old
Johnny Miller. Jim Simons, Wayne Levi.
Elaine 7,ayak, making history by comTom Jenkins and Ron Streck
pleting seven of seven triple jumps, capNORTH MIAMI BEACH. Fla 'AP tured the-senior women s title of the-U S JoAnne Car-nor carded an eagle inn the
Figure Skating Championships
sixth hole to slip into a 1-stroke lead at
138 after 36 holes in the 8125,000 1.P4;A
The spectacular performance boosted
Elizabeth Arden Classic
her from second past leader Prix illa
Hilt who finished second Lisa-Marie
Pat Bradley and Pat Meyers were tied
for secondplace.
Allen was third
7.ay ak collected seven of nine firstTRACK AND FIE1,0
place ordinals from the judges to edge
NEW YORK
AP, - Tanzania's
Suleiman Nyambw, the Olympic silver
Hill 187 84 to 186 32 Allen finished with
medalist. shattered the world indoor
183 58 points
best for 5,000 meters in a. stirring duel
INNSBRUCK. Austria lAP, - Jayne
Toreill and Chndopher Dean of Great
with Alberto Salazar. and Don Paige
broke the indoor mark for 1.000 yards in
Britain skated to the European ice darn-the Millrose Games at Madison Square
mg championship. the first British couGarden
ple to capture the title in 12 years
Toes-ill and Dean edged out So el
Nyarnbui was clocked in 13 minutes.
33 3 seconds in craciung the mark of
skaters Irina Matseeva and Andrei
Minenkm with a near flawless free
13 20 8 set by Fzruel Puttemans of
dance performance
Bellamy; on Jan 10. 1976 Salazar finished second in 13 21 2 and obliterated the
BOW UNG
American indoor 5,000 mark of 13,4l0,
HOUSTON AP, --Mark Roth padded
his lead to 414 puts en route to gaining
established by Glenn Herold at
the No 1 seed in the championship finals
1
sville. Ky . on Feb 8.1975
and a chance at 621,000 prize money in
Paige was timed in 2 04 9 for the 1,000,
the Bowling Proprietors of AMenca U S
smashing the mark of 2 05 I set by Mark
Open
Winzenried at lowsville. Feb 13, 1972
Roth has a. 13,206 pin total The other
BASEBALL
four finalists will be Ernie Schlebel and
NEW YORK
Apt1
Ferguson
Marshall Holman at 12,712, 1 arry 1 aub
at 12.662 and Bill Coleman at 12 591

Its 14th consecutive
court triumph.

Oregon

State shredded the
Bears' defense in the second
half Friday - night to run its

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
TORONTO I AP; - Jimmy Connors
ended a twoyear drought when he upset
Bjorn Borg of Sweden 7.5. 6-3 in the final
match of round-robin play at the 8500,000
Molson Tennis Challenge tournament
It was the U S. veteran's first victory
over Borg since the two went five sets in
the South American Open in November
1978.
Connors meets American Vitas
Gerulaitis today in the second of the
semifinal matches. McEnroe plays Borg
in the other,
RICHMOND. va
API -- Eighthseeded Yannick Noah of France upset
top-seeded Gene Mayer 6-1. 7-6 ,7-31 in
the quarterfinals of the United Virginia
Bank Tennis Classic
In other matches. secondseeded Isao
lentil of Czechoslovakia scored a 4-6.6-4.
6-1 victory over No.7 Vijay Amritraj of
India ; Terry Moor beat Raul Ramirez of
Mexico 7-5, 6-3 and fifth-seeded Roscoe
Tanner downed Butch Watts
6-2
DETROIT AP, - Unseeded Barbara
Potter upset second seed Wendy Turn'

George Gervin scored 15 of
his 32 points in the first
quarter as San Antonio raced
to a 36-13 lead and breezed
to

OSU Takes California

Dick

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

ahead to stay.

Spurs 122, Blazers 96

had

76ers 129, Clippers 113
Julius

to beat Cleveland. Moncrief's
dunk with 3:20 to play broke
a
93-93 tie and put Milwauk
ee

Celtics'
B s' three
dapa
losses,
r
i

they're real contenders for the

FROM THE BASELINE - Murray
forward jimmy West (41) tosses
in a short jumper in
the Tigers' win over McLean
County. West scored 10 points for
the game.

Murray
McLean t,,
i, i' 8 1: •
Mmray l3, - David McMillec
David McCuidin hi. Ronnie I.711,' 10 5,
Wells 4,. Stuart Alexanika 4
Lai Bibingtiai 2
McLean County i4151- Demme -4,o. 14,
Thaws in. An& 1 o

Dantley Put On A Show, Issel A Clinic

Dantley was the greatest I've
ever seen." The 6-foot-5 forward, the
NBA's leading
scorer with a 31.4 average, hit

:or-

win."

over McLean

Nuggets Get Past Jazz, 120-116

Utah Coach Tom Nissalke
said, "The performance by

vho

Murray's 72-68 win

the Cougars.

boards

off on

halftime but outscored Utah
38-24 in the third period to go
ahead to stay.

of

in

had tied the game at 43-43

block

went from 10 down to 13 up."
The Nuggets trailed 65-55 at

the

HOWIE CRITTENDEN (22) bombs from
outside
County.

County won it on a 20-foot
desperation shot by Ricky Giryin that appeared to have been

the way we played in the first
half, we didn't deserve to

we

points," contended Moe. "He
didn't score at all when we

sine

a

controversial 45-43 decision to
JV
Cougars.
Mclean

the

Dave Gallagher said of the
call which gave McLean Coon-

-If

"We did a defensive job on
Dantley even though he got 55

'oily

In a junior varsity game
at
McLear County last night, the
Murray JV squad dropped

in the first half,. anyway. We
played a good second half, but

Association

urn,

fd..‘
li 11/ 21, 21,
Mc!
.4
12 18 18 m
Murray 172i - Lary Sine, 7 2-2 is
Tadi isradstia. 2 1-2 5. HUM le Crit•
tenticii b -ii 14: Kohut Roberts 11 3-e
Jitsuiq Nest 4 2-2 I& Stuart Alexandre
I
04 2, David McMillen II S4 ii Nonni,.
Net 0410 Totals 31 1045 72
!Arlene Ciotaily dl,- Mark turner
.
4-118 Jefl
0-0 14
is Srairl
70.4114 sten 1 u. ker 2- 8 lett \
ails-) 2
thotie, ii 4-4 4 41.11154t,
.1 411k111,1/11 I on 2 Marty Mi,, o 24 2
11.0.1d licinoig AA!. ii 0.1) 11 1114,11, 2;
68 •

"I can't complain about it,"
Murray junior varsity coach

season.

a of

good

taken after time had expired.

Dantley,
who
scored
a
careerhigh 55 points, the most
by any National Basketball

his

County
in

-One of the big keys in playing
them will be rebounding.

Nuggets to a 120-116 victory
over the Jazz Friday night.
That stole the spotlight from

it in

be

shape."

ty the win. "It's just one of
those things. We lost the game

Issel scored 37 points, including two clutch free throws
with 12 seconds left, to lead the

arry.

M( L. ,,v
well

"They've got an excellent
school up there with a lot of
basketball tradition," he said.

throws, as Sims stepped up
with just four seconds left and
cemented the Tiger win.
"We tried to play a more
deliberate game the last three
minutes,"Miller commented.

14

against
tonight,

Fish'n
Chios

$199
.
46

4

••••

Save 50c

Transactions

College Scores

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
By The Associated Press
CHICAGO WHITE SOX Sigricd
EAST
Harold Baines. outfielder. and Kevin
Colgate 98,Binghamton St. 78
Hickey. pitcher Named Dave Nelson
Florida A&M 48. Delaware St 47
minor league infield and base running
Howard 77. Bethune-Cookman 67
instructor
Penn 67. Columbia 51
MINNESOTA TWINS Signed Danny
Princeton 46. Cornell 44
Goodwin, first baseman Traded Dave
Rider 82. W Owner St 71
Moore, pitcher, from Toledo of the InterSOU1111
national league to Albuquemuc of the
N Carolina 87,St Joseph's 64
Pacific (Waal league for Gerald HanN (arolina St 77, Furman 60
TIP It, pitcher Purchased the contract of
MICAVEST
Flick Williams, pitcher, from the
WayneSt 74, Pittsburg St 69
Houston Antra,
FAR WEST
National league
Botse St 44, Weber St 39
.4TLANT A BRAVES Signed f/ale
Brigham Young N. Nes -1.as Vegas 77
Murphy.outfielder.and Dan Morostiello
Idaho 59, Idaho St 58
pitcher
Oregon St 69, California 54
FOOTBALL
Regis 68. So Utah St 63
!laniard Football League
San Francisco St 64. Hay ward St vtlftEE.N BAY PACKERS Signed
Seattle U 69, Hawaii-Hilo 67
Ruben Vaughan Jr defensive lineman
Stanford 80,Oregon 79
/10('KEN
W Montana 77, N. Montana 52
NatWest Harkey leoitvo
W New Mexico 79, N Mew *Highlands
NHI,--Fined Ed Hospodar. left wing, 63
residt
of a
New York Rangers, MOO an.
1:1.1.A 76,Southern Cal 62
hIgh-4llettlf6ti44taiiv inn gam.' Jan 18
Utah 48, Air Force 46

•3 Delicious Fish Fillets
•Golden Brown French Fries
•2Southern-Style Hush Puppies

SUN., MON., TUES.,
& WED.

Captain D's.
seafood fi hamburgers
-.like you like it!
Murray, Ky.
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1 legal Notice

LEGAL
NOTICE
is. DE,ruling
KSO% PURCHASE

i•iAlis ASTI\

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

C011

NN I
\SEE OF
•,rlADCASI STATION WS• Ell.E.L1 eirw THE

rUKAI COMMLINICAi IONS COMMISSISMP'119

ASHINCeTON
55 5?'
PUCATION EOK APTHORI.
I V
10 ASSIGN
THE
EAM or THISSTATION
Till NEWLY INCUR,
RATVIk JACKSOre PUN ASV [WOAD( A57151
, rAIPANS
WiSJP
Oti S Fill1:5(5 oF 1130 KR./ WITH
' COWS
4511
NSMITTERS I OCATED
. MURRAY Kr:ATI:CM
IF PRINCIPALs
Tlir
KtNEKSHIP JACKSON
r Fit RASE
BROAD.
551I56. COMPANY ARE
H %REES M ANDERSON,
• POW AV
MCCOY
. • Hs CATRON JOF. 54
ii 151.1 SAMMY J
‘•,t.r
• iSG OWNING 10 PER• •T OR MORE OF THE
K OF JACKSON l'UH•
• VSE HROADC.A.5 1•6
MPANN ARE JOE Al
>ND SAMMY J
,51:11

s'oPY UI 111. AI'
Mc\ AND ItELATFC
FFRIAI ISO's FILE P.M
iii it 1554 E1.
'TION •
• '1. 5110106 IN MCFr
.1 KENT LeK1'

Thomas E Roberts will no
longer responsible tor am
debts other than my own as of
Wednesday February 4 1981

SNERIFF'S SALE
IN Mt CALLOWAY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT CIVIL ACTION FILE NO 50-CI.274
TREAS LUMBER COMPANY, INC di b/
TREAS
BUILDING CENTER
vs.
PETE RUTLEDGE d/bi• RUTLEDGE FUNERAL NOME
REPORT OF SALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of sole of the
Callowoy Circuit Court rendered October 21, 1950. In
the above cause for the SUM of $5,675.00 dollars,
with interest at the rare of 5% percent per annum
from the 21st day of October, 1950, until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in Calloway County, Murray. Kentucky to the highest bidder, at public auction on the16th day of February, 1981, at 1000 o'clock A.M.
The following described property, to-wit:

2. Notice
Will do baby sitting
in my home in Hotel
area. Call 4928515.

Charlie Brown Playschool
1607 Olive 753-1359 Ages
1! up $5 50 daily DlOg in
$t DO hourly
_ _

Beginning at a point 350 feet north on the northwest
corner of the intersection of South Ninth Street with
Vine Street in the City of Murray. Kentucky, and on
the west right-of-way of South Ninth Street, and said
beginning point being the northeast corner of Brandon
Dill's lot; thence. West with Dill's line and parallel
with Vine Street 166 feet too stake, corner to Dill and
to Grantor, thence, North IDA fence on the north side
of Roseberry Branch, corner .to Grantor and Outland;
thence. East with Outland's line 166 feet to the West
right-of-way of South Ninth Street; thence. South with
the west right-of-way of South Ninth Street to the
point of beginning.

Irill7P7
.7m
LANDING
• LOUNGE DANCE A
Saturday Night Feb. 7,
1981 COO p.m. to 12
m.

COUNTRY FFEL1NS
BAND

2. Notice

IO nul, Swath
of New Co,urd

Facts ithe Store or the
leech, 759 4600ie

4

This deed conveys the lot 166 feet east and west and
approximately 120 feet north and south.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
I watch pocleet
Map feature

9 ingot
,2 Mouths

6 Compass pt
7 Lampreys
8 Common-

place
9 Sea bird

10 Anger
,3 More recent '11 Needlefish
.4 Time period 16 Roman
15 Tell
bronze
17 Stretcher
18 Brief
,9 Zodiac sign
20 Puts to use
20 Showy nower 21 Rent
21 Meadows
22 Ca° in
23 Above
23 Employed
20 Sudo
25 Shooting star
27 Goal
26 Plague
28 Snakes
28 Diphthong

30 Wild plum
29 Warble
1 Near
32 Foundations
?2 Straight
33 Compass pt
direct course 36 Hot
24 College deg 38 Second of
I5 Bristle
two
;7 Eat
40 Growing out
18 Man s nickname
19 Worn away
t For example
Abbr.
42 Portal
43 Leases

1. Legal Notice

Previous grantor, Ora K. Mason, reserved on
easement across the south three feet of this lot for
the purpose of laying sewer ond water lines to the
vacant lots immediately west and south of this lot. She
further reserved the right and license to go upon the
south three feet of said lot for the purpose of laying
said line maintaining same.

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

ela a
a • NEP
UV DIBUCLI DU
MCC= MCC
DUCC IMMO
• 13C CDUCCOU C
OMB MCC 13
Be MUDD EIC
MCC UCCO a
DOLIMUCC CUU
ICUU MODO
MCC DUCCDO
1313 MOM CD
a

And being the some property conveyed to Pete
Rutledge by Rural R. Jones et ux by deed dated April
24, 1975, of record in Book 154, Cabinet 1, Drawer
6. Card 2189. Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
This property will be sold subject to a mortgage in
favor of friendly finance, of record in Book 160. Cord
2863, and a mortgage to Dwight Rutledge of Record in
Book 160. Card 2863. It will alto be sold subject to
any outstanding taxes, easements and right-of-ways.
TERMS-CASH
Max E. Morris, Sheriff
Calloway County
Murray, Kentucky

I T A

of
47 Rubber tree
42 Ship channel 48 Bow
44 Waste allow- 49 Guido's high
ance
note
45 Simple
50 Excavate
46 Prohibit
53 Greek letter

12

2. Notice

2. Notice

45 Smart rug
21
46 Treasurer
48 Profited
51 - Baba
52 Singing voice
54 Mans name 35
35 Communist
56 Musical study
57 Taller
DOWN
1 Preposition
2 Mineral
3 Romantic

song
4 Preposition
5 Born

Families groups, reunions .
. rememIser those special or
cessions.

FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bolt Log
Splitter by day or job.
Operator available. All
hardwood
stovewood
for sale 525.00 per
rick. Coll 753-8351

St

ACCORDIN6 TO W
ViE DISCOVERED SOMETHIN6!
ONE PICTURE iS NOT
CALCULATTON,ONE PICTURE
WORTH A TI400SANP WORDS! 15 ONLY WORTH El6HT
HUNDRED AND TEN WORDS

CARTER STUDIO

FROM NOW ON.iF AN'tONE
TELLS YOU THAT ONE
PICTURE IS WORTH A
THOUSAND WORDS YOU'LL
KNOW IT'S ACTUALLY ONLY
EI61-11- HUNDREDAND TEN..

BLACK ROOTS

7,3A
5ARGE,
TRADE YOU MV
CAKE FOR
A TWO-

IT'S A
DEA L

WHEN CAN
GET MY
PASS?

I

PAY PASS

HONEY Do r wAvE

McCracken Co NIP 073 0060
014 978 The Paducah Beltline
(US 60) Repairs to Deck of
Bridge over IC RR and
Caldwell Avenue
McCraken Co MP 073 0305
004 215 The Paducah-Maxon
(KY 3051 Road Repairs to Deck
of Bridge over P & I RR, 4.153
miles west of WCL of Paducah
Carlisle Co.. MP 020 0121
009 379 The Mayfield-Wickliffe
iKY 121) Road Repairs to Deck
of Bridge over Mayfield
Drainage Ditch, 2 107 miles
north of US 62
•
Calloway Co MP 018 0121
003 658 The Murray-New
Concord-Tennessee State Line
(KY 121) Road Repairs to Deck
of Bridge over Breechy Creek
11 0 miles horn SCL of Murray
Calloway Co MP 018 0121
003 310 The Murray-New
Concord-Tennessee State Line
(KY 121) Road Repairs to Deck
of Bridge over Breechry Creek
113 miles from SCL of Murray
Graves Co. MP 042 0121
011.728 The Mayfield -Wickliffe
(KY 121) Road Repairs to Deck
of Bridge over Mayfield ByPass. 1 122 miles northwest of
US 45
Hickman Co MP 053 0307
005.503 The Fulton-FlughamKirbyton (KY 307) Road.
Repairs to Deck of trridge over
'North Fork of Bayou Pe Chien.
5.5 miles north of Fulton County Line.

The Bureau of Highways hereby
notifies ail bidders that it will
affirmatively insure that in any
contract entered into pursuant
to this advertisement, minority
• JUGY 18 ANJO 19,1991 1 business enterprises will be
afforded full opportunity to submit bids in response to this invitation, and will not be
discriminated against on the
ground of race, color or national origin in consideration
for an award

N OtRMA LLY A QUEST-ION
1-rieC1 THAT WOULD SEND
ME 1:21614T DOWN
THE TuEtES

ANA' gAUL.727-'

McCracken Co .MY
014 646 The Paducah
(US 60) Repairs to Deck of
Bridge over I C RR and
Cleveland Street

Trigg Co, MP III 0068
017.890 The Cadiz-Benton (US
68) Road Repairs to Deck of
Bridge over Little River. 002
mile southwest of Cadiz.

Bid Proposals for all projects
will be available until 9 00
AM
EASTERN STANDARD
TIME. FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 27.
1981. at the Division of Contract Procurement Bid ProPOsals for all projects will be
available at a cost of $2 each

GOLD.

YCLI KILLED

ADUR PARTNER
• LOW FOR THIS FART
OF
THE LOOT.
CORRECT e

profess... seem
career Asseorte lent the
He, I mganicatiee In lie lied
in the eiertien. liner* maker n
comeniisseem
end
Irreg.
benefits Applicarte mad he
weelletion and sok. waded
Selection will he competitive
and haseed ea perseeni
ter views. Seed resume re Us
2170, PemIncedi, Ily. 42001.

11. Instructions

Jo and Carla Upchurch
whose
home
and
belongings
at
Buchanan, TN were
destroyed by fire.
Sunday, Feb. 8th
1-6 P.M.
Entertainment by the
Silver
Dust
Band
followed by free dinner!
53.00 cover charge at
door.
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed her, 1 ready reference

that ciii (two,u help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card ot Thanks
4.1n Memory
5. Lost and Found
6, Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus OppOrtunits
II. Instructions
i2. Insurance
13. F-01 Sale or Trade
14, Want To Buv
15, Articles For Safe IC Horne Furnishings
17 'vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19, Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. frieinnating
24. Miscellaneous
25, Business Services
26.111,Raclio
27. Mobile Horne Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating.Cooting
30. Business Rental
31, Want To Rent
32, Apts For Rent I,
33. Rooms for Rent
34, Houses For Rent
35. Farms for Rent
36. For Rent Of Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets Supplies
39, Poultry Suppues
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42, Home 'vans
43. Real Estate
44, Lots For Sale
45, Firms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47, Motorcycles
413 Auto Services
49, Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51, Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. f or .1ra)e
SS. Feed And Seed

56, Free Column
57. Wanted

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has
mobile
homes for rent.
Students welcome!
Special
rates!! We also
have
special
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.
Notice to friends and patrons
of i Robert Taylor, due to illness I am unable to continue
filing income tax returns I
have enjoyed working with all
of you and valueoeur friend
ship Sincerely.'Russ Taylor.
Hazel, KY

Seeking an individual willing to accept operational
responsibility for significant :computer operations
Must have considerable experience in on IBM
data
processing environment and be capable of monoging
the production data processing system, production
control, and data entry components. Will train
and
supervise employees. schedule jobs, and plan
installation functions Salary commensurate
with
qualifications and experience. Send resume with
references and salary history to.
P111141411110 Services
Sparks Nan, M.S.U.
Murray, KY 4a071
Equal Opportunity Employer M.,1

a

$11•111

Call 436-2958
Conroy Birdsong

BENEFIT
AMVETS POST 45
for

MANAGER OF
COMPUTING SERVICES
14/Will •- WHAT'S
THIS LITTLE
TRINKET IN `CUR
POCKET ? SOUP

SALES CAREER
Basso. poostiso sippers-"r
to mnsteeedins appiMmete aim

Plumbing
and
Electrical
Service

niritice

BDR GR 81 0000011

Hickman Co MP 053 0307
004.128 The Fulton Fulgham
Kirbyton (KY 307) Road
Repairs to beck of Bridge 475
miles north of Fulton County
Line

10._ Bus. Opportunity

Notict

and remittance payanie tc,
State Treasurer of Kentucki,
must accompany re: •
proposals (NON-REFLIN. .
BID PROPOSALS ARE ISSUED
ONLY TO PREQUALIFIED CON
Sealed bids will be received by TRACTORS
the Bureau of Highways at its
office. Frankfort Kentucky un- Specimen Proposals for all pro
til 10 00 A.M Eastern Stan- jects will be available to all indard Time on the 27th day of terested parties at a cost of $2
February 1981. at which time each (NON REFUNDABLE)
bids will be publicly opened Specimen Proposals cannot be
and read for the improvement used for bidding
of

753 8298

(
k....
LOOK -EVEN HER
TREE HAS

1. legal Notice

KEN TUCKY
DEPT OF 1RANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE 10 CONTRACTORS

Hickman Co . MP 053 0307
004.965 The Fulton-FulghamApple Tree School, quality Kirbyton (KY 307) Road
child care with educational Repairs to Deck of Bridge 50
program. 1503 Stadium View. miles north of Fulton County
Line
753-9356. 753-1566
Hickman Co.. MP 053 0307
004 834 The Fulton-FlughamI GUESS THAT COULD
Kirbyton (KY 307) Road
E3E. NICE TO KNOW... 4
Repairs to Deck of Bridge 4.9
miles north of Fulton County
Line
304 Main

2- 7

iF YOU'D LOOK CLOSELY,
YOU'D SEE THAT SHE'S
A BLEACHED BLONDE

1. legal Notice
LumkrorrwcAtiK oi

lifORMOREPRORTABIEREIRIS

OPEN FOR
BUSINESS
BILL'S FISH
MARKET

16. Home Furnishings
victorian living room suite
Beautiful
upholstered
mahogany set including large
love seat 2 arm chairs and 4
marble top tables and 2
crystal lamps Quality furniture
in excellent condition A complete Victorian living room
ensemble far below present
prices $1500 firm 436-2206
Westinghouse 'front load
tumbletype washer and matching dryer Excellent condition $250 for both Call 7535945 after 5 pm

-Clianers
Apple Tree School, quality 17. Vacuum
child care with educational Deluxe Eureka vacuum cleaner,
program. 1503 Stadium View $50 Phone 759-1997
753-9356 753-1566
Electrolux Sales and Service
13. For Sale or Trade Tony Montgomery, 753-6760
1979 Ranchero GT, 20.000 20. Sports Equipment
miles. A-1 Call 753-0790 after-The
Pistol People Invest in a
5
feeling of security. largest
Will trade pecan dining room variety, lowest priced, no
furniture and safe for old oak registration or red tape in Kendining furniture 436-2333
lucky e,eCsotuenitry
HepBkomysySotior
e e
e
It Want To Buy
lion KY 164-117 Hours 8-5
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914
Junk cars 474-8838
One Goodyear tire to fit 1977 22. Musical
Monte Carlo GR 70-15 custom
tread steel belted radial Phone New and used pianos bought
753-4160
man° now available for someone to assume monthly
Payments Clayton's, 753-7575
WANTED:

STANDING
TIMBER
Will buy tie timber. Also

Owner Bill Adams

paying

top price for
Oak veneering
and other quality tim•
ber. Call 753-5592 af-

Wanted Responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on like new organ under warranty. 753-7575.

23. Exterminating

ter 7 p.m.

AU RIMS CALL

(FAU

Want to buy. Used card table.
CIl 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm

slj

:_-•1

4 1Celley's Termite
8, Pest Control

Phone 753-3914
World War II relics. German or
3. Card of Thanks
Japanese. Also German luger
24. Miscellaneous
The family of Boyce Norman pistol Call 502-334-3646.
wish to thank all the friends Want to buy a tobacco scaffold For sale 5 hp air compressor.
Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
and neighbors for the many wagon. Call 435-4355
kindnesses shown and the food
Firewood. seasoned oak and
given during the recent loss of 15. Articles For Sale
hickory. 18". 24- Chainsaws
our loved one.
Floor tray lamp, 3-way switch, repaired. sharpened. Tree
We wish to thank Dr. Charles $25. squirrel cage
fan. $35. removal. 489-2327, 489-2853
Clark and the nurses and staff playpen, $10. Call 753-8361.
Firewood 18-24" seasoned.
of Murray Calloway County
Hospital for their kind con- New battery .sale! 3, year war- mixed hardwoods, $25 per
ranty.
539.95 exchange New rick, delivered. Call 753-8536.
sideration and tender care. Our
-special thanks to Charles D. Concord -Grocery, 43C5353.
Firewood. cut any length, mostJohnson for his many years of Typewriters . for sale ' IBM ly 'oak and hickory. $22 50
constant concern and help
model D-Executive. 13 and 17" delivered. 489-2492 or 753We wish to thank Rev Julian Royal Select model 5000. and 4157.
Warren for his consoling Remingtons Most machines
message the Max Churchill same as new We have a total For sale. Fingerling (baby) catFuneral Home for their of 18 machines. so hurry' Lile fish. Call 753-6487.
reverance. and Oneta White for Real Estate, Aurora. 474-2717. Firewood for sale. $25 a rick.
474-8005.
her lovely singing. We will not
forget your help in easing our 16. Home Furnishings 15- Gooseneck trailer with
sorrow
Appliance, used Sears washet. metal floor. 3 axles. 12' plant
good condition. 753-8886 or bed
machine, uses
Mrs Boyce Norman Mr & Mrs 753-7972.
methylbromide_ Call 489-2740.
Ronnie Dunn and daughter, For sale. 36"
Vent-a-hood. $20 753-4066.
Mr & Mrs Jackie Garrison and double
sink. $15: 19- black Ken Holland print, complete
children
and white t.v. with stand. $20. series number 1, mostly fram6. Help Wanted
Call 753-9712 after 5 pin,
ed. Call 753-0790.
Estimator, Construction related For sale Shag carpet fit one Remington
standard
industry, engineering or con- bedroom apartment at Murray typewriter, $50. Call 753-3456
struction technology degree Manor. mixed green, hire new. or 753-5402.
and background. 3 years ex- Call 753-6015.
Stenograph machine, for court
perience. $20-30.000 salary Queen size
mattress and box reporting depositions. etc. Inrange. Action Personnal, 753- springs, 2
years old. $35. Call cludes tripod. paper and two
6532.
153-8095_
manuals. Used one semester,
Mature responsible lady need- Seven piece
living room suite: excellent condition. $250. Call
ed to care for children and 3 piece maple
Y67-4462 after 5 pm.
supervise household for a 2 and kitchen bedroom suite,
table and chairs. Used dental equipment Call
week period, References re- Call after
5 Pm, 759-4663.
443-2467, Don Doran
qNeueirded.1151n3t-e7180ge
78n.
I, ambitious
,1111141,
MINT
college students. male or
female, to start immediately:
hours flexible. For more information call 924-5811.

„ozmmr-A•14.'

Oat Mills needs part-time
telephone sales people Morning and evening shift. $3 35
per hour plus bonus Also need
delivery person with car and
home operators for surrounding
area No experience necessary
we train See Mrs. Shireman
Feb 9th at the Eagle Inn Motel
between 9 and 12 No
telephone calls please An
equal opportunity employer
Salesperson Do you like to
travel' Do you enjoy arts and
crafts° If your answer is yes we
have a job for you Call Action
Personnel, 753-65 2.

9. Situation Wanted
Will take care of sick or elderly
person. 5 days a week. $500
per month Phone 527-9073
Will do babysitting and house
cleaning. Call 753-9465.
Would like yards or grave yards
to mow Call 492-8790
Will do babysitting in my home
Experienced
and
have
references 7V-4157
Will take care of invalid
women, days Call 759-1973
Will babysit petty trained
children in my home anytime
weekends. Call 753-1674
Will mOw yards and other work
167 7744 or 753-2220

197
ston
plan
nitu
Woo

Woo

HOD
expe
Mon
Satu
759-

267

Want,
take
25Claytt
lend'
t v_.
767-4

18,

2-7:1

1978
home
ed Ca
1974
home,
ed or
with I
Very
Phone
For so
Schey
furnist
8417

Small
comply
0331

White

Fresh Ky Lake Catfish.
Boneless Cat, Buffalo,
Open 6 Doys A Week 8
a.m.-6 p m.. Retail &
Wholesale
607 S. 4th
753-9381

24

67.LIVE COUNTRY

BAND
NIGHTLY

1975
bedroa
dishwa
take m
5867.

20:/1

For ten
natural
Univers
753-38'
For re
trailer
pets• S
2493.
Two bei
iy form
per mor
5.
IWO
tric mo
in city.
$120 d
Two be
all elei
no pets
Two be
ray. no

C
OF
The A
Manly
14,94
office
Ceded

A 115/
needs
Leaded
plena,
*Teti
and is

We en
minim
veil
specif
We SI
.*
Pr
OKI C,

A

Starting February 9th
8 til 11:30

salvia

ALL DRINKS FREE
FICA

Monday-Ladies Night
Tues., Weds. Thurs.

Mr a.

re
hack,

55°6
- Saturday
- 5700

A

FREE DRAWING
Paris Landing Lounge located 10
miles south of New Concord next
to Paris Landing Motel, Inc.
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28. Mob. Home Rents

Nil 3E

34. Nooses For Rent

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars

51. Services OtteWd

Services

Offered
- 53.
Large holm, well insulated
Want to buy P369 Camaro in General nume repair 15 year;
near Murray, city water, eler
experience in carpentry Licensed electrician and ga,.,
Pembina & ilessroome
running conditica, /53-1480
inc nest ldlilEg MOT, garage
masonary plumbing roofing stallation heating installataar
Misoroace &
garden Couple. no pets
St
Used-Tru
cks
•
and siding Free estimates no and repairs Call 753 7203
Real Estate
References and deposit re
1974
Bronco good condition job loo small tall 474-2276 ,
Sesitieskie Cetus Sg
(wired $175 month 753
Tree trimming and removal
Call 435.4429
Heating refrigeration and Tony Wade 1901) 232866/
Murray, Keeitucky
5593
1969
Chevrolet
electrical
C-20
step way
repair
753-4451
Bob s (901)642-5090
Nice 2 bedroom. 2 bath fully
Reflect condition, new tires Refrigeration Service Hazel
furnished house including
engine paint Complete service KY 498-8370 ot -/53-1829 Will haul driveway white ivy
washer and dryer $200 a
and Ag lime also have any
(Avner says sell Of lent 2 history $1295. 7671455 alter Bobby Lockhart
month plus deposit No pets
of brown or white pea '-bedroom house at 903 vine St 6 Pm
Insulation blown- in by Sears Also do backhoe cork
/53-4110 after 530
Financing negotiable at 12% 19/1
Chevrolet pickup for sale save on these high heating and Roger Hudson 753-4541,
Two bedrooms, redecoratee
Possession with deed Call.0 0 or
trade for car Call 753-8451 cooling bills Call Seats 753 753-6763
bathroom washer and dryer
Dondurant Realty at 153-3460
- 1978 Ford Ranchero GT 2310 for tree estimate
hookup stove and refrigerator
Brougham. black and silver
furnished, garden spot and out
& N Sbonp lomoral. Do you
45. Farms For Sale
Call 436.2950 after 530
side storage building One mile
need stumps removed from
••••••••••.•
Approximate
ly
14
acres
for
sale
west of Stella on 121 .$175 a
your yard or land cleared of
-r on Highway 893. south of Lynn 1979 Ford F-100 Custom extra stumps? We
month. $100 deposit Call 753
can remove
nice 753-8555
Grove
Phone
753-5921
"You
signed
stumps
3604. ask for Dauid
up to 24- below the
your last letter 'Inc:tiger'
Tri-City
tae
urm.e..L
1972 Jeep C.1-5. 6 cylinder, 3 ground, leaving only
sawdust
Three bedroom house 4 miles Taxpayer'. Try 'Enraged Voter'."
Repair
speed. lock out hubs, with and chips Call for
free
By owner Furnished house for metal fop Call 901-642-63
south references and deposit
382 2517
1
53
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
32. Apts. For Rent
sale 2 blocks from University
required Phone /536753
4in70A2-1 condition Furnishings Must sell 1970 GMC pickup in or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319
Apartments for rent, near 35.1ms For Rent
RESIDENTIAL OR
AGNA VOX
one year old, all like new. By good condition 753-9413 after Mobile home anchors, under, Wet basement? We make wet downtown Murray 753-4109
COMMERCIAL
For rent Farm. 15 acres, 3
pinning, vinyls aluminum and basements dry. work Compler.
appointment only. call 759- 5 pm
Furnished apartments 1 or 2 bedroom house,
Murray s No 1 color t v
ly guarenteed Call or An!,
Older brick home with
references
fiberglass.
1977
roofs sealed patio
Scout
4x4
power
steer.
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms March 1st. Call after
Morgan Construction
C.:,
full basement located
6 pm
awnings
ing,
aluminum
power
carports.
brakes_
CLAYTON'S
automatic.
I
MAJORSH
1 114
'
Country Estate for sale or rent.
Zimmerman Apartments, South 753-5281
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducan
on 14 beautiful rolling
single
or
doubles
air,
Glover
lack
tilt
wheel.
cruise.
AM-FM
BOYD
I
Reasonable terms Livestock
16th 753-6609
KY
42001,
Of
call
nigl.•
day
or
l& II Music 753-7575
• 1..442.7026
37. LivestocTS4P1Ws acres, 3' 2 miles north
I REM ESTATE
facilities Garden, fruit trees with tape Phone- •7&74'-_1321 753-1873.
I
For rent One Of 2 bedroom
after 5753-5763
of Murray off 4-lane.
1
753-8080
Need work on your trees/ Topp436-2333
i
RU
MAR
ARABIANS:
Book
27. Mobile Home Sales duplex. furnished or unfurnishWill de, .plumbing. .heating.
Would make excellent
your good mares for 1981
For sale by owner Lovely 2 1975 Toyota. 5-speed pickup ing pruning shaping corn carpentry. and roofing. 753
Professional Services
development property.
1978 American Pride mobile ed, 414 South 10th. 492-8225 breeding season
plete removal and more Call
ith The Friendly Touch"
Three
bedroom brick home at 909 runs good looks good. $2350
home like new portly furnish- Four room apartment, furnish- stallions 753-6126
ROVER'S TREE SERVICE for 2211
Priced in the S40's.
Pogue Avenue Fireplace newly 489-2595
CLASSIC
ed Call 436-5412
ed. 206 S 9th. Call 492-8727
Professional tree care 153- Woodcraft Building Service I);
redecorated
53.
kitchen,
Services Offered • 8536
attached
CHARM
38. Pets-Supplies
Bucy. 492-8120
Custom
1974 Double wide mobile Garage apartment for rent, no
garage. R-22 insulation, very Alcoa
1523 Oxford Drive in
Aluminum or vinyl siding Professio
cabinets vanities new home
•
AKC registered Doberman pup
home 2406 partially tarnish- pets 753-3913 or 759-1616.
h.
quiet
nal
location
painting
near
hospital.
Canterbur
y
Spacious
trim
and
adrhtions
Aluminum
for
trim
pies.
repair
Limited
ISIAH
Slut
number
Quality
left Call
ed or unfurnished All electric Large 2 bedroom
Paperhanging paneling Cam
753-0387
2-story home on woodapartment 753-7637 or 759-4588
brick houses lack Glover 753a 7. 7
11 ..4.47.7k1.1MINI
with baseboard electric heat carpet,
mercial or residential 20 years workmanship
air-conditioned, near
ed lot, economical gas
House for sale Call 489-2845
1813
Very easily heated $7500 campus.
experience Free estimates' Window cleaning fast service
No pets. References AKC German Shepherd pupheat, 4 bedrooms, 21
/
2
Newly decorated home with _ Custoli, made cabinets, music 159-1987
Phone 1-354-6217
satisfaction • guaranteed Free
pies. registered American
please 759-4535 after 5 pm
baths, appliances,
pool. Parklane Drive. 3 centers, book cases, hutches
estimate Call 753 7140
Eskimo puppies. Also guard
For sale- Mobile home, 1208
Stop'
For
all
your
repair
draperies
needs:
WNW MtI r,
included,
bedrooms. 2 baths inside and 1 Reasonable 436-2566
Scheville. 2 bedroom partially Newly decorated, carpeted, 2 dogs 502-554-2153
roofing.. tarpentry plumbing 55. Feed And Seed
Pg lloo WM, um.. 1400• s.r.o,
sunken family room
bath pool side, large eat-in kit- Carpentry.
Pt
••-.416•741, end .1Iers
furnished. $4000. Call 753- bedrooms, central gas heat and AKC registered Toy Poodle pupcabinets,--framture- and electrical work. look no For sale. Timothy Alfalfa hay
with
fireplace.
Lot
145
Pg
chen
living room den or diry repair
air, stove and refrigerator fur!ARMS HOMES
8417
Bring
Pt
picture - we morel Call 753-9226 or 751 Will deliver 1901) 364-5583 or,
pies. one silver, one black. with
x 140- appr. 3200 sq. ft.
mg room, . abundant closet make. Aft
nished, washer and dryer
BUDNESSIS
under roof. Owners
Small 2 bedroom, all electric. hookup. No pets. Couple only champion bloodlines, 6 weeks
lAKI AND RECREATIONAl
space Immediate occupancy reasonable - remodeting -- 9623. Well do your lob large or 364-3062 nights. Dresden TN
prices. Roy's small All work done to your
Pg
PROPERTY
completely furnished_ Call 753- $200 plus deposit. 753-2835. and wormed. 753-2771.
moved out of state For appointment call 75356. Free Column,
Carpenter Shop. /53-4124.
satisfaction.
8064
0331.
$79,500.00 for quick
Dog obedience classes AKC Pg Listings needed! Offices
New 2 bedroom duplex in NorFree blonde part Terrier
Concrete
Coast
and
to
block.
Coast.
brick
work.
sale.
Buyers
German
Shepherds
and AKC Pg
1975 . Viking. 1240. 2 thwood Subdivision. Call /53Nearly new. 3 bedroom brick
female dog Call 753-2798 or
Basements, driveways, storm
from
COURTNEY SMALL
Austrailian cattle dogs Call
fiierywhere.
ONE-OWNER
bedroom. washer, dryer and /853.
house formal dining room cellars,
7530180
porches. 20 years ex"Free" Catalog
436-2858.
HOME
ENGINE REPAIR IL
large den. 2 car garage. condishwasher. Need someone t0
perience. 753-5476. '
57.
Wanted
STROUT REAL LI
1713 Wells Ext. Extake over payments. Call 753-- One bedroom apartment. next 41. Public Sale
crete driveway patio with
SAW
SHOP
Coldto fairgrounds on 121 North
I IS..Brobor
all types of plumbing. large
Do
tremely
well
built
5867
2
cedar
fence
Would
House
has
many
like to rent Burley
1717
C
ad
Yard sale Saturday. February
water, 489-2853.
No pets. 753-3139.
BR.. 1'2 bath, B.V.
extras Owner will consider or small gibs.- all work guar.r
pounds for MO crop - Can
28. Mob. Home Rents • One bedroom
7th. 9 to 5. Baby items, large
home, carport. Apfinancing. See house at 1809 nanteed. 5 years experience
7S3-0186
492-8996
apartment. $90
mens and
For rent. House trailer, 10x42, per month 2 bedroom, $110 size clothing
prox. 1700 Sq. Ft.) *swell Road or call'753-5287 753-5360.
natural gas. furnished, near per month. Water furnished. womens. Zenith console stereo
or 753-0839.
Carpeted wall-to-wall,
Fence sales at Sears now Call
University, prefer single male. Renton Miller, Lynn Grove, 13-10 Fox Meadows. For further
electric heat, range,
Two bedroom brick. large kit- Sears_ 753-2310 for free
information call 753-9413
753-3895.
Need
down
payment? Let us
753-7874.
dfsposal, spacious
chen, living room and dining estimate for your needs.
show you how you can pur41. Real Estate
For rent. Nice 3 bedroom Two bedroom townhouse
bedrooms, situated in
room, fireplace, half basement; Guttering by Sears. Sears conapartchase
this
3
bedroom brick
trailer located at Stella. No ment.
quiet neighborhood, single garage: wooded acre lot. tinous gutters installed
Carpet,
range 18 Acres near lake at Chandler priced in the 530's. Call us for
per
pets. Small deposit. Call 753- refrigerator, disposal, washer Park, Hamlin, KY
well-landscaped lot.
Long your
New Concord area For appoint- your specifications. Call Sears
showing
as
there - rs no
2493.
ment call 436-5395.
Many flowering trees,
dryer hookup, central heat and blacktop road frontage on KY sign in
753-2310 for free estimate
the yard. It's your move
Owner financing
storage building - exTwo bedroom trailer, complete- air. Call 753-7559 or 753. 1918
47. Motorcycles
and you'll win. Dial 753-1492
Copy L Restoration of o •
available
Neubauer.
John
C.
7550.
terior
newly
ly furnished, very nice. $150
painted.
at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
parnmoraphs
WPS. Cr.,.
1977
Suzuki
RM
Realtor.
125
1111
Sycamore.
good
753In
low 40's.
•
per month. Call 753-8964 after 33. Rooms for Rent
Realtors.
condition $350 Call 753-8490 Eltuck y s finest,
3101 or 753-7531
5.
after 5 pm_
CARTER STUDIO a
Boys only, carpeting and airOwner will finance. Low low interest rate. Call 435
10x40 Two bedroom, all elec- conditioning, kitchen and laun1979 Suzuki 185 dirt bike, like
301 71am
153-0291
mobile
tric
home on private lot dry facilities furnished, one
ney4 Call 492-8790
in city $120 per month rent. block from University, $55 per
:
491
.
4AQZ
zuktiva
1978 Yamaha IT-250E. good
$120 dePosit. 753-9829.
month. 759-4538.
Here's your real escape, From condition, tow mileage Call
753-1222
Two bedroom trailer, furnished, 34. Houses For
753-1222
city congestion and taxes. Easy 753-1419
all electric, deposit required.
Available at once redecorated
commuting lust one mile from OrAito. Services
no pets Call 753-4808.
he.
AIM
BETTER HOMES
home near Murray No pets.
city limits. This 3 bedroom colINCREASE YOUR
Two bedroom trailer, near Mur- References, deposit. $150. Call
& GARDENS
onial guarantees freedom from 350 Automatic transmission for
EARNING
POWER
ray. no pets Call 489-2611
Could feature thi
753-7551.
the early morning squeeze by GM. Call 436-2437''
With this modern and
borne. „„., Beautifully
the three in the bathrooms Two studded snow tires,
attractive duplex jull
wooded and landMay we suggest your dialing mounted on wheels. G-70-14.
0041441111116
listed for sale. Each
scaped lot and comfor753-1492 for your showing of tomplete $50 Call 753-3456
side has central heat
this home,CENTURY 21 Loret- or 753-5402
table home just
and air, modern kitta lobs Realtors
waiting for your fami4'9lhëd Cars
- chen with all aply. Don't let the opporpliances, 2 bedrooms,
1976 AMC Matador, automatic
tunity pass to view_this
living room with
1974 - 12x65 Schult
transmission $950 Call 753charmer. Adjacent to
fireplace, bath and
5867
Mobile Home with pull
Murray High School,
utility area. Tastefully
The Admiral Division is the newest member of the Moak Chef,
out for extra living
Mc.
1975 Buick Lesabre. $1450
this 3 -bedroom home
handy. We specialise in food freexera and refrigerators, and otter
decorated throughout.'
space. Central electric
Call 753-7521 after 330 pm.
also 'has study, den
large appliances. Our major challeage is achieving superior energy
Phone 753-1222, Kopheat and air. Located
with hand hewn beamefficWncy in all products Currently we here 3 opening. at am
perud Realty, for all
on a large wooded lot - • 1969 Chevy Nova. 2-door. good
Think how happy your "special someone"
ed ceiling and stone
Galesburg, It facility.
tires $595 753-4445
the details.
Excellent buy!
will be when she (or he) reads the personal
fireplace, formal din1973 Chevelle, one owner
NEW LISTING
ing room, and large
message from you on Valentine's Day
original paint- no rust, good
Modern
1977 Skyline - 14x70
three
game room complete
mechanical condition.
bedroom brick home
with
central
heat
and
Build a memory. compose your message. ss
with -wood- - burnipg
automatic, tilt wheel... airin Sherwood Forest
FACILITIES ENGINEER
air, has house type
and malt or- phone- a TO the Classified Adstove and wet' - bat.
conditioned
.
best
$650
or
ofjust
west
of
Murray
roof
ciwith
'large
A RSME or equoraent degree with preferably 3 years experience is
vertising Department. The cost is low,
Backyard
wooden
fer. 753-0941. •
ty limits. Central heat
needed for An challenging position too will be responsarle for
covered concrete
deck. surrounded by
ftie
and air, living room
updating or foolitres as dictated by production as well as for Me
1974
Caprice one owner, local
patio. Large beautiful
Your message will appear in the special
mature Hickorys and
planning, developreg, end implementing programs for the maelerwith fireplace, abuncar, all options. low 'mileage.
lot With city water.
Valentine Love Lines feature in the ClassiOaks. Offered very
Fixation or @Worriment of our facilities, knowledge of WA repireal
dant-storage areas and
)1995.•
1975
Honda I25-XLS
Close to town.
fied section of this newspaper on Valentine's
reasonably in the upand insurance recommendations necessary
motorcycle, one owner like
extra room which
per $60's. Phone KopDay, February 14
new. low miles See at "1709
could be used as 4th
1978 Holly Park - 3
perud Realty. 753-1222,
Calloway.
bedroom, game room
room, 2 bath with
Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916
for all the information.
or study. Offered in
living room addition.
1976 Chevrolet, high mileage
STAFF ENGINEER
ANOTHER
•
the mid $50's through
Central heat and air.
extra clean. power . steering,
We are looking for on inoviduel witt • RS411 or equivalent and a
NEW LISTING
Kopperud Realty, 711
brakes, windows, locks $2000.
Fully furnished. This
111i011411.7114 of 3 years experience with refriger•tioe systems
Rental income properto tyke
Main Street.
Can be seen at 1510 Sycamore
on tire responsasafty for the complete engineering, design,
is the Cadillac of all
and
ty only 3 blocks from
specifications of ell refrigerator and freezer machine components
mobile .
homes.
1979 Datsun 210. Call 753the University. ProWe seek 1011047041* capable of managing
nimble@ engineering
NEED A HELPING HAND? ExLocated on a large lot
3530 after 5 pm
perty consists of one
prelects invohed with refrigerwron end food hoaxers trovetion
cellent opportunity to be your
with
city
water,
good
large building with
mei creative thinking will be pies... 'ince yaw wal have reaper,
1977 Datsun F-10. 33.000
own boss with a 2 bay shop
garden spot, fruit
abilities for the refrigeretioe 'yahoo on all new models Problem
five rental units and a
miles. excellent condition.
presently being using as a
trees,
ahd
grape
solvieg elnEty tin field en sssss
arsmaller building with
average 36 mpg, $3207 751
tune-up shop Two 2 bedroom
bor. Close to town.
two rental units. All
0387
furnished apartments are
414141141
PRINT YOUR COPY HERE FOR VALENTINE LOVE LINES
seven units have
Pmeltes 044.4- 751-5721
above and are presently being
1979 El Camino, 305 eng,ne
COST IS SHOWN ON LAST LINE USED
11464, 751.2459
separate
gas•and
elecPROJECT MANAGER
rented for $150 and $125
all options custom topper
4101•4 M1041
tric
meters.
Current
Sboommin,
47444414•••
7,Dcr,
Located inside city limits at
Isceleet communication slials we a mutt in thin position
carpeted Recently tuned up.
in which
751 4124
rental income is
you will be responteas for coordinative and coating of
643 North 4th Owner will conair shocks. tlt wheel approxall preiects no
Al 4..4s 11.11m
our engineering departweet An engin...ring degree
$540.00
per
S1.75
month.
sider financing or will trade for
mately 23 000 miles $6200
and at kart 5
11D,
year prefect enweiegernent •sporierwe Sr. required,
Phone 753-1222, Kophouse in county. Now is your
lirm. Call 753-0901
mid a
backgroend in refrieeratien would be helpful
$2.77
perud Realty,, and let
chancel Call today, Vicki at
Murray-Calloway
1977 LTD II automatic. airSpann Realty Associates, 753us increase your earnCounty Realty
conditioned cruise Call 753$2.50
7724.
The *ppm-hearty for advancoment are good e
ing power through
(502)7534146
_
Admire! We hens •
6329 atter 6 pm
poky of proneetian from wittinl Ow fealty at Gollisborg
sound Real Estate in$2.90
301111 12M 5t
offers you
the Moms to Nov in a relented, small town atmosphere
1975 owsmome Regency,
vestment.
Memo,
where tte
42071
rest of Ivies is lower than in mast cities in An erne
$3.05
loaded.
'excellent
condition.
Located
at 1810 Sherri
We offer •
Wary cemmerusurete with youe •xperience orW •fell
Call 437-4140. Hardin Grain
range of corn
Lane is this three
Moil no that it reaches us no liter Iwo Feb. 11. Your
pony benefit. For more information can coRect or
days. nights 1-345-2794
send r•sume to
bedroom brick on nice,
message will appear on Feb 14, Vokentbm's Day. Moil
Dave leversdorf
shaded lot. Storm
1978 Pontiac Lemans. -extr;
coupon and check or nt6ney order to.
doors and windows,
clean, 17.000 miles. $4001.
Sneday I f renengs coN (3091141 2271
The Ledger d Times
Monday through fridey 0 5 call (3001 313 0181
Call 759-1205.
carport and outside
225 L. P. Miller St.
storage. Excellent
Classified Advertising Department
Across From Community Center
1975 Pontiac Astre. 4 cyldinei
neighborhood.
4 speed, great gas mileaK•
P.O. BOA, 32
Open Hours
$34,500.00.
S1250. 1974 Chevrolet old...,
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
good condition $1295 41,,, •
Your Name
Division of Magic Chef
2595.
12x60 Two bedroom, clean
quiet neighborhood. $140 per
month. $75 deposit No pets
753-57:.: after 5 pm or
weekends
Two bedroom trailer, very
clean approximately 2i7 miles
25. Business Services on 641 South No pets 753Hoosus TAX SERVICE 5 years 8436 after 5 pm
experience Stan courses 8-6
Monday-Friday, nights and
Saturdays by appointment Cal,
MINI
759-1425
Warehouse
Storage Space
2-6.-TV:Radio
For Rent
Wanted Responsible person to
753-47511
take up monthly payments on
25- color t n . warranted
Large building for rent. 4 bays
Clayton's 753-7575
in front hoist. 2 back bays, exZenith 12" black and wAite tra large room Call 753-5970
t . good condition $50 tall or see at 808 Coldwater Road
767-4462 after 5 pm
1970 V1f/ Bug parts artilipal
stone, coal store antique
piano, Samsonite patio fur
niture. 436-2333
Wood for sale 436-5498
Wood tor sale 436-2758

FOR SALE

753-8080

Valentine

Rent

11Q.41#6

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES
OFFERING A FUTURE
OF GROWTH AND PROMOTION!

on Valentine's Day
in this newspaper

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines

itt

HOKNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

ADMIRAL

Neennewit Ilhd
Gelesberg, It 41101
lam erremmor, mem.Sr

Closed Wednesday

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
REAL I V'

753-3685

.,

v-

.1979 Thunderbird. T-top.
AM-FM -8-track stereo, elec"
windows, cruise control w •
wheels. 38.000 miles $5
1539710
•

Address
City
Phone
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Funeral I

LaFollette Local AHA Chairman

Oscar Champion
Dies Friday In
Lourdes Hospital

Irma Lalollette has been
named as the Calloway County campaign chairman for the
Kentucky Affiliate of the
American Heart Association,
according to an announcement by U. Gov. Martha
Layne Collins, state campaign
chairman.
"The cause oj saving lives
from heart disease is vital to
us all," U. Gov. Collins said,
"and our heart fund leadership, likewise, is vital to our
S uccess.Mrs. LaFollette will be
working with a fundraising
committee responsible for
planning the heart fund campaign. Serving on the committee are members of the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
"Our success in this drive
depends on community involvement — our committee
needs the support of the county," Mrs. LaFollette said.
"We're asking for volunteer
help and we urge that
residents of our county give
generously when contacted by
an American Heart Association volunteer."
She-stressed the importance

Oscar Champion of South
Murray Manor died Friday at
12:55 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Padua. He was 92
years of age.
Mr. Champion was married
Sept. 21, 1903, to the former
Mertie Bailey, and she preceded turn in death on Sept. 1,
1973. He was a mernber of the
Church of Christ and a veteran
of World War 1. Born Sept. 5,
1888, he was the son of Dave
Jordan Champion and Dee
Knight Champion.
He is survived by one
daughter,
Mrs.
Toy
'Marguerite) Farmer, Jr.,
Mayfield; four grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Henry Hargis officiating. Burial will follow in
the Hillcrest Cemetery in
Dover, Tenn.
Friends may call fit the
funeral home

Sally Sherwood,
Southside Manor,
Dies Today
Mrs. Sally Novea Sherwood of
Southside Manor died at 2:30
a.m, today at the MurrayCalloway County Hospitlil.
The daughter of the late
Horace Jones and Ella Hughes
Jones of Calloway County, Mrs.
Sherwood was a retired nurse.
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs. Shirley Nurharn Elkins,
Murray; four sisters. Mrs.
Charles Mercer and Mrs. Thage
Uddberg, both of Murray, Mrs.
Roe Thomas, Benton, and Mrs.
Harold McWaters, Michigan;
and two grandchildren, Phyllis
Elkins and Mrs. Terry Boggess.
Arrangements are incomplete
at the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Connie West Dies
At Local Hospital

VALENTINES — The Murray High chapter of Future Homemakers of America
celebrated National FHA Week (Feb. 8-14) by placing valentines one II doors of the
Westview Nursing Home, one of the club's goals for its impact project. Shown are
(from left) Missy Emerson, Loretta Hicks and Denise Eversmeyer.

DOE To Provide Funds For
State Synfuel Plant Designs
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I AP)--The
Energy Department has signed an agreement to provide
$22.4 million in design money
for a Kentucky synthetic fuels
plant.
The agreement was signed
Friday by DOE officials in
Oak Ridge, Tenn., even
though President Reagan's
Office of Managemet and
Budget has recommended
that the DOE be blocked from
spending any more money on
such projects.
That policy recommendation has not yet been adopted
by Reagan, leaving the
department free to enter into
the agreement with Tri-State
Synfuels Corp. for the plant in

Henderson County, Ky., which
would turn 28,600 tons of coal
daily into the energy
equivalent of 56,000 barrels of
oil.
Under the agreement, the
government will provide half
the $44.8 million design costs
for the plant. In the current
budget review Reagan has

Mischke To Speak
On 'Gate Of Heaven'
To Methodists

The Rev. Dr. W. E. Nitschke,
Jr., pastor of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak
on "The Gate of Heaven" with
scripture from Gen. 28:10-19
at the 10:50 a.m. services on
Sunday, Feb.8.
Paul Shahan will direct the
Chancel Choir as they sing the
anthem, "Worship Canticle."
with Bea Farrell as organist.
The Mission Study will be
held at 6 p.m. with Dr. Joe
Rose as the guest speaker.
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
Sunday School will be at 9:45
minister of the First Christian
a.m.
Church, will speak on "Christ
Wants 'You'!" at the 10:45
a.m, services on Sunday, Feb.
8, at the church. His scripture
will be from Matthew 4:18-22.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Boone with Maxine Clark as organist, will sing
Masses will be held at 6:30
the anthem, "My God, My p.m. today and at 8 and 11
Portion."
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
Assisting in the services will Feb. 8, at St. Leo's Catholic
be Merribeth Muskopf, Lyle Church. The Rev. Martin MatUnderwood, Harland Hodges, tingly will be the celebrant
Fred Wells, Dana Bullock. and speaker.
Religion classes for
RU%ELL, Ky. I AP) — The billie Burton, Marie Forcity school board has ap- rester, Jack Gibbs, Leah Hart, preschool through adults will
pointed City Clerk Peggy Col- George Landoll, Stephanie be at 9:30 a.m.Sunday.
vin to collect taxes in a part of Lucas, Mrs. Helen Bennett.
The Day of Retreat For
the school district that lies in Mrs. John Quertermous, and High School Students will be
Max Miller.
held Sunday, Feb. 8; from 12
northeastern Boyd County.
The flowers on the commu- noon to 6 p.m.
The city of Risen is in
nion table will be in memory
Greenup County.
The Newman Club will meet
of W.Z. Carter by his family.
Sunday at 6:30 p.m. at the
A $25,000 bond was approved
Sunday School will be at 9:30 Parish Center.
for Mrs. Colvin, who will be a.m.; Youth
Weekday masses will be at
Groups will meet
responsible for collecting at 5:30 p.m.;
Ecumenical 6:15 a.m. on Monday, 4:30
nearly that amount in proper- Christian Academy
will be at 7 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesty taxes, said Superintendent p.m. with refreshments
at 6:45 day, 10 a.m. on Thursday, and
Logan Perry.
p.m.
2 p.m. on Friday.
Connie West, 91, of Lynnville, died at 4 p.m. Friday at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was a member of the
Lynnville Church of Christ
and was preceded in death by
his wife, Mrs. Necie Johnson
West,on Nov.8, 1964.
Survivors include
a
daughter, Mrs. Irene Hendrickson, Mayfield; two sons,
Clarence West, Detroit, and
Roy West, Route 1, Mayfield;
a brother, Jessie West, Route
I, Farmington; six grandChildren;
18
greatgrandchildren: and one greatgreat-grandchild.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete at the Max Churchill Funeral Home.

David Roos To
Speak Sunday At
Christian Church

Masses Scheduled
Today And Sunday
At Catholic Church

Clerk Appointed
To Collect Taxes

is having a

•NTERIORS

GOING OUT FOR
BUSINESS SALE
Sale Starts February 9th
•

"''"'

ordered, the OMB is recommending that the Energy
Department be stopped from
awarding any more synthetic
fuels grants.
Instead, the OMB would
have the new Synthetic Fuels
Corp. declared fully operational and give it the power of
picking "a limited number
(five to eight) first-of--kind
operating
plants
to
demonstrate technical,
economic and environmental
problems."
That would represent a
sharp scale-back from the
Carter administration's goal
of providing funds for close to
200 synthetic fuels projects.
The Henderson County plant
was one of 179 plants picked by
the Energy Department last
year to receive a total of $500
million in seed money

INTERIORS

A Singing Emphasis
Workshop will begin Sunday,
Feb. 8, and continue through
Wednesday, Feb. 11, at the
University Church of Christ
With Ralph Casey as the
speaker.
His topic at the 10:30 a.m.
service on Sunday will be
"The Sacrifice of Praise" and
at the 6 p.m. service will be
"The Music of the Church."
Other sessions will be held
from 6 to 10 p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday,and Wednesday.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, robert Hendon, Vernon Gantt, Wayne
Williams, J. t. Page, Jim
Feltner, Kennie Colson, Tommy Reid, John Gallagher,
Jerry Clark, Max Cleaver,
Barry Grogan, Jimmy Ford,
John Nanny, and Tommye
Taylor.
Nursery supervisors will be
Earline Doran, Anna Faye
Talor, Ophie Lee Steele, and
Sharon Steele.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m. Sunday.

The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
will speak on "Disciplined
Disciples" with scripture
from Matthew 18:15-17 at the
10:45 a.m. service and on
"The Sleeping Saviour" from
Mark 4:35-41 at the 7 p.m. service on Sunday,-Feb. 8, at the
First Baptist Church.
Grayson McClure, deacon of
the week, will assist in the services.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will direct the music
with Joan Bowker as organist
and Allene Knight as pianist.
Mrs. Margery Shown will sing
a solo at the morning hour and
Mr. Halley will sing a solo at
the evening hour.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Ken Dix, Randy
Cunningham, Ray Clark, Mrs.
Harold McCreery, Dr. and
Mrs. Durwood Beatty, Dr. and
Mrs. Nelson Ford, Lee Gambrel', and Miss Amy Choo.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
be at 6 p.m. on Sunday.

The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street, Murray. will hear the pastor, the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday.
Feb.8.
Leland Peeler will direct the
music with Dwane Jones as
organist and Terry Downey as
pianist.
Special music will be by the
Church Choir at the morning
hour and, by the Children's
Choir at the evening housr.
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Vicki Maynard,
Frances Wyatt, and Roberta
Hall. For bus information persons may call Don Hale at 7533063.
Sunday School. with Dan
Millington as superintendent
will beat 9:45 a.m.

a

a.

Taylor, Adams
Enrolled In
University Class

of a family member or friend
American Heart Association
is acknowledged by a symgifts are contributions y on not
only can afford but can expect pathy card. Memorials may
be sent to Mrs Ann Barrow at
a return greater than the gift
the Hank of Murra%
itself."
Mrs. Larollette also stated
that memorial gifts provide
the year-round Opportunity for
contributing to the Calloway
County Heart Fund. A contribution made in the ntertion

John Dale To
Speak On Church
Growth Sunday

John Dale will speak on
"Church
Growth:
Benvolence" with scripture front
Matthew 25.3440 at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. services and on
"Heart Conditions" with "Lord, I Really Want To Do
scnpture from Proverbs 4:23 Right" with scripture from
will be the subject of the ser- Matthew 7:7-12 at the 6 p.m.
mon by the Rev. Dr. Jerrell service on Sunday, Feb. 8, at
White at the 10:50 a.m, ser- the Seventh and Poplar
vices on Sunday, Feb. 8, at the Church of Christ.
Memorial Baptist Church.
Assisting m the services will
Guy Cunningham will serve be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
as deacon of the week.
Terry Roberson, Glen B.
Special musk will be by the Gibbs, James Payne, Danny
Sanctuary Choir with Linda Cleaver, Don Winchester,
Stalls as soloist. Milton Doug Huffman, Ottis ValenGresham is minister of music tine, Sam Parker, David
with Margaret Wilkins as Castleman, Jack Ward, Steve
organist and Michael Wilkins Simmons, Kevin McManus,
as pianist.
Jamie Potts, Lorin Watson,
At the 7 p.m. service the Edgar Rowland, and Amos
pastor will have the Bible Hill.
study on Philippians 3.
The teen nursery helper will
Sunday School With Ralph be Karen Carraway and the
Bogard as director will be at special class helper will be
9:40 a.m. and Church Training Sandra Garland. Serving on
with Glenn Hale as director the extension department will
will be at 6 p.m.
be Gene McDougal and Steve
Volunteer nursery workers Steele.
will be David and Jackie
Bible Study will be at 9:45
Wedeking and Betty Compton. a.m. on Sunday.

White To Give
Sermon At Church

A:Z:w

Lloyd Taylor, secretary of
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity,
and Tim Adams, president of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity,
are two of 15 students enrolled
in a class titled "Publicity
Techniques for the Club Officer and Small Business" at
Murray State University.
The class, one of several
special non-credit courses offered by the MSU Office of
Conferences and Continuing
Education, deals with the
various duties of the public
relations officer for any
organization.
Taylor is from Avoca, N.Y.,
and Adams is from Edgewood.
Instructors for the class are
Dr. Robert McGaughey and.
Robert Valentine Of the MSU
faculty.
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$6,50
1975 Corvette
Power Steering
Power Brakes

Air Conditioning,
Approx. 49,000 miles

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
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Bill Whittaker
To Give Sermon
At First Baptist

Grace Baptist
Church To Hear
Rev. R.J. Burpoe

IS

10TH (9 CHESTNUT
MURRAY,KY.

Singing Workshop
To Be Sunday
Through Wednesday

of a successful heart fund
campaign More than half of
all deaths in Kentucky result
from heart and blood vessel
, diseases. Nationally the loss of
lives exceeded one million and
those afflicted by cardiovascular disease total
more than 29 million. The
heart fund dollar is the first
step to reducing those figures.
Statewide, the association
continues to increase the heart
fund income but not at a rate
that comes near to breaking
even with the rising rate of inflation.
"That's why," Mrs.
LaFollette explained, "we
must renew our commitment
to even greater fundraising
success. Campaign dollars
support research, education
programs and community services, including free blood
pressure screenings and cardiopulmonary resuscitation
training, at a low operational
cost of 22 cents out of the
dollar.
"To expand those lifesaving
programs, we need to join
together in our support of the
association," Mrs. LaFollette
said. "Our county last year
raised 19 cents per person,
less than the current price of a
candy bar.
''When you translate your
potential contribution into daily unnecessary expenses —
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Boneless Catfish,
Fiddler & Ky. Lake Catfish
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All You Can Eat"5
Includes Choice Of...
Potatoes
White Beans
Cole Slaw
Hushpuppies
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Sea N'Steer
Hwy.68 East Of Cadiz,Ky.
"Invites you to enjoy Ky. Lake Catfish and the
finest steaks around the lakes"

1-Bone• Sirloin For Two • Ribeye

es

Also Enjoy Homemade:
*Onion Rings
•Hushpuppies
•Pies
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
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